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Mysteries
“To respect a mystery is to make way for the answer.”
~ American philosopher Criss Jami

Life is an adventure. That adventure keeps raising the
same questions you have been asking since childhood. How?
Why?
Answering how paves the path to accomplishment. Skill.
Answering why lets you make sense in a broader context.
Meaning.
Why are you here? To what purpose? Questions which can
only be assuredly answered by understanding your true
nature.
Living is a struggle to have fun. Why?
The mind stirs up trouble: boiling emotions, crafting
worries, inventing anxieties. Why?
There is a skill to everything. Nothing is easy until you
understand. Why?
These questions all have the same answer. Not an obvious
one. Entertainment.
Behind that answer lies an enigma. A secret revealed only
by choosing the proper paradigm.

The 3 Paradigms
“All that we are and will do depends, in the last analysis,
upon what we believe the nature of things to be.” ~ English
novelist and philosopher Aldous Huxley

A paradigm is a way of understanding. The fundamental
paradigm is about reality, about the nature of existence.
Actuality is what happens. Actuality constantly changes.
Reality is what necessarily is. Reality is unchanging.
Existence is awesome. Through the proper paradigm, this
miracle can be appreciated for what it truly is. Other
paradigms fail in not being able to fully comprehend Nature.
There are 3 mutually exclusive paradigms which claim a
grasp of reality. These alternate paradigms are dualism,
matterism, and energyism.
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Dualism is how the world appears. Your mind tells you
an ongoing story about living in a physical world, with
emotional consequences. As most people gullibly believe
what their mind tells them, dualism has long reigned.
The scientific objection against dualism is the mind-body
problem. How do the mind and the supposed physical seat of
intelligence - the brain - interact? Further, can life without
brains have minds or be conscious? If so, how?
What is inside the mind is a realm of insubstantial
symbols. This is a stark contrast to the physical body and the
tangible world. The immaterial mind and physicality are
distinct domains that cannot be reconciled. No one has ever
had a satisfactory answer to the mind-body problem.
If dualism is doomed, the answer must be a monism.
Under a monism, existence emanates from a single source.
Either the mind is made by matter (matterism) or matter is
made by the mind (energyism).
Under matterism, physicality is reality. There is nothing
beyond bits of matter.
Ultimately, matterism is magic. It is a fantasy to imagine
that consciousness oozes out of molecules. Or that thoughts
emanate from electrical or chemical signals. Or that the
creativity and order found in Nature, including the miracle
of life and its evolution, owes to random arrangements of
molecules. The irony facing scientists who embrace
matterism is that science disproves matterism on every front.
Under energyism, matter is a mirage of the mind. There
is a hidden reality behind the appearance of actuality.
Under energyism, your mind is playing a horrible joke on
you. At your expense. A most elaborate deception. Why?

This book guides you to clarity. Paves a path for you to
make the most of your life. To revel in your adventure. The
wealth of mental health that comes from calm contentment.
To clear your mind, you must first open it. This is the first
critical step to mastering The Matrix.

The Red Pill
"The world has been pulled over your eyes to blind you from
the truth." ~ Morpheus, in the movie The Matrix (1999)

In the movie The Matrix, Thomas Anderson lives a double
life. By day he is a corporate computer programmer. At night
he goes by the hacker name Neo.
Neo has the nagging sense that something is
fundamentally wrong with the world. Neo is intrigued by
repeated online mentions of "The Matrix". He wonders what
The Matrix is. He thinks a man named Morpheus may know.
Neo meets Morpheus, who tells Neo that he has the
answer to the unease which Neo feels. But first, Morpheus
wants Neo's commitment to the truth. For Morpheus knows
that the truth is hard to take.
Morpheus asks Neo to choose. Take a blue pill and remain
blind to the truth. Or take a red pill and find out "how deep
the rabbit-hole goes."
Neo hesitantly takes the red pill. Morpheus reveals to
Neo that "you are a slave. Like everyone else, you were born
into bondage. Into a prison that you cannot taste or see or
touch. A prison for your mind.” In the movie, The Matrix is
the prison: a computer simulation that keeps those who
believe in it trapped in ignorance. Living a lie.
In reality, actuality is The Matrix. A prison you can taste
and see and touch. A prison by your mind.

The gateway to Nature is consciousness. The show called
living stops when you lose consciousness. Awareness defines
existence.
That Nature is elaborately structured is obvious. The
world is comprehensible because your mind's design
corresponds with that cosmic order. This is no coincidence.
Consciousness, cöherence (natural ordering), and
mentation (mental activity) are the processes by which the
world emerges.
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Philosophy
"Create a concept and reality leaves the room." ~ Spanish
philosopher José Ortega y Gasset

A paradigm is housed in a mental edifice: a philosophy.
You can create a philosophy about any conceptual system.
There are philosophies of art, culture, and science.
A philosophy is a hand-picked bunch of related words that
don't argue with each other. A set of consistent definitions.
The concepts laid out in a philosophy relate to one
another. Altogether, the relationships between these ideas
form an entangled system for comprehension. A philosophy
is a way of understanding using words that work together.
Observation relies upon theory. How you make sense of
the world depends upon the reality paradigm you choose.
Until science took over the business of explaining
existence, in the 19th century, sussing Nature was called
"natural philosophy."
A natural philosophy is an explanation of the principles
of reality. A principle is a claim of fundamental truth.

Science
"Science is not a body of facts. Science is a method for
deciding what we choose to believe." ~ American geophysicist
Marcia McNutt

Science has been useful in producing practical results.
But science can never produce the truth about existence.
That's because science is tainted by its method.
Science relies upon matter revealing truth. In worshiping
matterism, scientists assume that physicality is reality. They
assume too much.
Grounded in matterism, it is ironic that science disproves
physicality as reality. Science shows instead that the world
of matter is made in the mind.
Biology shows that all life is conscious and intelligent. No
need for brains.
Physics reveals that matter is, ultimately, just an idea.
For matter is made of energy, and energy is only a concept.
Physics proves energyism beyond doubt.

The Red Pill
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From infancy you have been working things out. Forging
mental links between events. A natural philosopher.
You learned language by stockpiling words and inferring
their connections. A philosophic exercise in semantics.
You grasped the meaning of new words from just a few
examples. So few that learning language cannot be
considered scientific.
Such alacrity felt natural because it repeatedly worked,
and was readily corrected when it did not. It helps that the
mind likes to forget its mistakes and celebrate its knowledge.
That same ease applies to connecting events into cause
and effect. That causality comes so effortlessly makes it easy
to confuse events with their interpretation.
All theories relate to events, are about changes and
relations. These actions and connections do not exist in
Nature. They are made in the mind.
Gravity does not exist. What you experience are objects
and bodies acting as if the ground has some attractive force.
Gravity is an imagining based on the way objects behave. A
linkage inferred. A construal (interpretation) about actuality.
Attributing cause-and-effect is essential to navigating the
world. But causality is not something that happens.
Causality is only a connection made in the mind: an inference
without substance.

Objects
Your mind describes a world of objects in motion. Your
mind's prejudice toward objects is overwhelming.
Remembering objects is easy. Recalling processes takes
effort.
Language reflects the mind's bias toward objects over
actions. Though verbs are critical, sentences center on nouns.
As a child you learned nouns quicker than verbs.
The most important noun is one which does not exist: the
mind. No one has a mind. What we call 'mind' is really
mentation: mental activity. Because mental noodling is
everything, and objects rule, a natural verb becomes an
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imaginary noun. So, when the word mind appears, think
thinking.

Process
“One cannot step twice in the same river.” ~ ancient Persian
philosopher Heraclitus

Objects are a fundamental fraud. All is process. Dancing,
not dancers. Coherent processes undergoing transformation,
albeit at vastly different rates. Some exceedingly slow, others
so fast your senses can't keep up.
For instance, bird songs are much richer than we can
appreciate: 10 notes for every 1 that we can hear. An
elaboration that escapes our ear. Birds live much faster
paced lives than we do. Their songs reflect that.
Though your mind insists otherwise, all of Nature is fluid.
Never solid.

Perception
"Knowledge is nothing but perception." ~ ancient Greek
philosopher Plato

Perception is the process of making sense of what appears
in the mind. Perception is a symbolic construal. The
fabrication of perception is the mind's main occupation.
Consciousness witnesses what the mind produces.
Consciousness is the watcher of the multimedia presentation
created by the mind - some of which appears "out there,"
much of which is only interior decorating.
Perception is a mental river which flows so smoothly that
it rarely spills a doubt as to its authenticity. The mind
quickly mops up any anomalies with assurance of accuracy.
Perception is a multi-step process. That process begins
with sensation.
Sensation reaps information from what your mind insists
is a physical world. Sensation gathers from various inputs seeing, hearing, touching - in a piecemeal manner.
Sensation turns the mosaic of sensed stimuli into
representational symbols. Smoothing rough edges and filling

The Red Pill
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in blanks. Sensation shapes stimuli into abstracted forms
that may be perceptually recognized.
Perception puts sensory pieces together, construing what
they are and what they mean. The process of perception
begins by identifying the discrete symbols of sensation. This
first stage answers "what is it?".
Your mind identifies objects and events using memory.
Memory is the storehouse of experience by which your mind
acquires skill.
Every event or object you encounter is unique. To keep
things simple, your mind naturally categorizes objects and
events. This inner convenience can be crucial in
comprehension.
People look different depending upon the lighting and
angle from which they are seen. As such, people with perfect,
photographic memories have trouble recognizing faces.
Facial recognition relies upon categorical smoothing of
key features. Remembering basic shapes and proportions
while disregarding details.
Vision illustrates the extent to which perception is largely
imagination. Your eyes see clearly only 1/1000th of your
visual field. That's about the size of your thumbnail held at
arm's length. The rest is fuzzy, low resolution.
99+% of what you see is fabricated in your mind. Clear
pictures are made from mosaic images using memory and
imagination.
Illusions illustrate. You see a spiky ball in the
picture at right, don't you? The image itself is just
a bunch of spikes, albeit arranged so that your
mind imagines spikes protruding from a ball.
Generating more information than sensed is reification.
You only get by because you reify.
Once a symbol has been identified, perception proceeds to
assign it meaning. Meaning is measure of significance
between 2 poles: desire and fear. You avoid what you dislike
while being drawn to what you want.
Once your mind decides what something is and its
meaning, it then determines if the symbol is worth any more
attention than it has already got. If not, your mind moves on
to the next abstraction.
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Your mind emphasizes to your consciousness what it
considers important, discounting perceptions construed
insignificant.
Perception also constructs a perspective, one which may
not always be accurate. The Moon illustrates.
Regardless of how high in the sky, the eye sees the Moon
as the same size. Which it is, as the Moon is always the same
distance away. The reliable sensation of the Moon may be
altered during perception: the Moon illusion.
When the Moon is on the horizon, with
distance cues such as trees, the mind figures
the Moon is farther away than when
overhead, when there is no comparative
reference point. So, the mind compensates. It
makes the Moon loom larger on the horizon.
Patterns emerge using memory. For instances, sounds
may become either music or noise depending on the pattern
mentally unearthed.
Like music, the linking of cause and effect is an imagined
pattern. Causation is a mental fabrication without existence.
"All observation is also invention." ~ German psychologist
Rudolf Arnheim

The world does not passively impose itself on your mind.
Instead, perception is vigorous interpretation. You construe
the world.
What you see depends on how you look. You either don't
see what doesn't fit or fit what you see to what you believe
the nature of things to be. There is no truth in it.

There is no explanation for how perception could possibly
work through purely physical mechanics. That cells could
orchestrate the compositions that comprise perception
through just chemical or electrical signals is unimaginable.
"The theory that can absorb the greatest number of facts is the
one that must rule all observation." ~ English philosopher
Adam Smith

Life
"Life requires cognition at all levels." ~ American molecular
biologist James Shapiro

There is a vital energy to life. A life force. A vitalism.

Tardigrades
Tardigrades are tiny, nearly
translucent aquatic animals found all
over the world. The term 'tardigrade' is
Italian for "slow stepper." Tardigrades
are also called water bears.
Tardigrades are tough: able to
withstand extreme heat and cold, and
even survive in outer space.
A water bear can completely dry out. Desiccate. Turn into
a tiny dry husk. Yet, with just a few drops of water, a
tardigrade miraculously revives.
There is no physical explanation for how water bears can
do that. Vitalism is the only possible answer.

Water bears are not the only life form that can survive
suspended animation. So too rotifers and some roundworms.
These tiny creatures can revive after being frozen for tens of
thousands of years. Within minutes of thawing in a drop of
warm water, they are back to living as if nothing had
happened.
If life were just a state of matter, revival from suspended
animation would be impossible. There would be nothing that
could spark life. Or bring it back.

Plants
The sprouting of a plant seed is a knowing awakening.
Far more than automatic chemical reactions.
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A seed senses how moist its new home may be, how warm
or cold, and how much sunlight it might expect. A seed knows
that spring is the time of year to start its life.
Seeds are patient. A seed monitors its situation and waits
until it thinks fortune may smile upon it.
A seed lacks any physical structure for intelligence. Yet
seeds have innate knowledge and awareness. Seeds are both
conscious and calculating.

As animals, we form impressions of how intelligent other
life is by how it moves. Many people think that plants are
dumb because they don't seem to move.
Plants, of course, do move. It's just that plants move
slower than we appreciate - a mental bias.
Plants are smart. Surviving in a competitive environment
when rooted to the spot requires that you have your wits
about you.
Plant behavior is purposeful and intentional. A plant
constantly monitors its internal state and its surroundings.
Using this information, a plant makes decisions to sustain its
well-being.
Parts of Africa are dry most of the year. These lands have
a pronounced rainy season. Plants there anticipate rain
coming and green up before the rain arrives.
These African plants also know when the rainy season
ends. They lose their lushness just after the rain stops,
thereby conserving their resources.
Plants have no physical organ of intelligence. Plants
prove that physicality is unnecessary for either awareness or
a mind.

Even the simplest cell has an outrageous intricacy. Life is
by design.
"Biological design appears to be so intelligent." ~ English
evolutionary biologist Richard Watson

Life
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Cells
"Life uses information to construct itself." ~ American
biologist Sara Imari Walker

Life is more than a collection of chemical compounds. A
delicate yet durable vital energy is necessary to be alive.
Life arose on Earth 4.1 billion years ago, when the planet
was a water world. To spring to life, the earliest cells had to
master 4 techniques simultaneously.
Containment. A cell needs to hold itself together.
Membranes did the job. Constructing a membrane that keeps
a cell contained but selectively allows interaction with what's
outside is a hard problem to solve.
Metabolism. A cell needs energy to keep itself alive.
Transforming food into usable energy is an intricate process
that shows design in chemical reaction sequence.
Interaction. Here is where a mind obviously comes in. A
cell has to know what it needs to stay alive, and be able to get
it. These processes require awareness and intelligence. A cell
must interact with its environment to get what it needs.
"Living cells are complex systems that constantly make
decisions in response to internal and external signals."
~ French biologist Emmanuel Levy

Reproduction. The emergence of life would have been a
dead end if cells did not have the will to birth future
generations. That drive remains strong. You may have
noticed that people have biological urges which may result in
a new generation.
Viruses were the original parasite. Viruses were cunning
cells that got rid of what they didn't need to adopt a lifestyle
of deceit: using other cells to reproduce.
Therein lies an irony. All cells use the same molecular
means - DNA - to manage their database for living and
reproduction.
As part of their tremendous success, viruses bestowed the
invention of DNA to cells. Because viruses could no longer
replicate themselves, they wanted their host cells to have a
reliable mechanism that viruses understood at the atomic
level. Hence the gift: a molecular Trojan horse.
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Proteins
"Proteins are responsible for nearly all cellular processes."
~ English biochemist Vicki Gold

The atom of life is the cell. The subatomic particles that
comprise cells are proteins.
A protein is a large, complex, living molecule. Cells and
their components are the handiwork of proteins. Proteins are
the molecules of and from which cells are built.
Proteins are both the building blocks of cells and their
labor force. Some proteins work for a living, traveling about.
Others serve in an active, aware structure. Smart bricks.
To do its job, a protein must be aware of its environment.
Awareness requires consciousness and a mind. The basics of
being alive.
A single protein decides when a plant starts flowering.
Plants would flower too early if this protein were not aware
of the time of year and exercise prudent self-control.

Proteins are produced in a linear sequence, like a straight
piece of string. The last step in making a protein is folding it
just so. This folding is an elaborate process guided by a
supervising protein. Proteins making proteins.
The final shape a protein takes is the restful one. No
stress. It is in this final assembly that a protein is endowed
with the vital energy, consciousness, and mind that brings it
to life.
A protein partly unfolds to work. An energetic exercise.
Taking a precise shape is essential for a protein to
properly do its job. Many diseases result from misfolded
proteins.
The space a protein takes defines its function. In proteins,
matter and space in perfect relation become a skilled
resource.

The protein in your food is the stuff from which proteins
in your body are made. The digestive tract breaks down eaten
protein into usable bits: amino acids.

Life
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An animal cell requests from other cells the amino acids
it needs. Using specific amino acids, the cell then
manufactures the proteins that faithfully serve the cell.
Food protein begets cell proteins via breakdown into
amino acids and precise reassembly within a cell - an
intricate process.

Cells come in a variety of forms, shapes, and sizes.
Bacteria are about 1,000 times larger than viruses. The
cells in your body are roughly 10 times larger than bacterial
cells.
To be able to stealthily slip into cells, viruses keep
themselves as small as possible. They do so through cunning
design devices.
Bacteria too must be motile: able to move. Many travel on
the wind to get about. Settling down to reside within soil, or
in plants or animals. Bacteria stay small to keep their
mobility options open.
The size of a cell is constrained by a
surface area
tradeoff: the need for a suitable surface
volume
area along with just-so volume within. No
wasted space.
The interior of a cell needs to be large enough for all the
factories and furnishings it needs to fit inside, yet snug
enough that the different work areas can readily work
together.
Surface area is important in allowing sufficient exchange
between a cell and its external environment. Cell volume
limits the amount of nutrient intake and waste disposal. Cell
surface area constrains the interface space available for such
uptake and excretion.
The sizes of cells are ideal compromises, depending on
what they do. A tradeoff well met. Cells stay within the range
that optimizes material flow and spatial requirements for
processing.
In their functional needs, all cells have much in common.
The requirements for living are similar regardless of cell
type.
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Cells are coordinated operations. Compartments, called
organelles, keep cells organized. These factories and facilities
function harmoniously to keep a cell alive.
Many organelles are enclosed in membranes. Not all.
Design fits function.
Organelles communicate and work together. Cells
distribute and position their organelles for peak productivity:
optimal organelle-organelle interaction.
Proteins on organelles' outer membranes recognize their
counterparts on other organelles. They share information
and molecular produce. A cell is a self-organizing enterprise.
The ribosome - an organelle - is the cell's protein factory.

Ribosomes
"The ribosome is universal biology." ~ American biochemist
Loren Williams

Nearly all the proteins that cells need are manufactured
by their ribosomes. A ribosome is a sophisticated factory.
Built by proteins. Staffed by proteins: 55 to 80, depending on
the organism. Proteins producing proteins.
The number and composition of proteins that make up a
ribosome are just so. Mathematically, to get the most work
done efficiently, a ribosomal protein should be 3 times
smaller than the average cell protein. And they should all be
about the same size. Just as they are in actual cells.
The design of ribosomes is ideal. Maximum productivity.
Some ribosomes churn out a wide variety of proteins.
Others specialize. A single cell may have thousands of
tailored ribosomes.
The protein production process is demanding. Quality is
crucial. Malfunctioning proteins would kill a cell.
The proteins that comprise the ribosomal machinery are
subject to quality control. Proteins that work the ribosome
inspect the proteins that are the ribosome. Defective proteins
are replaced. "It's the most elegant and efficient way to
produce perfect ribosomes." marvels American molecular
biologist Katrin Karbstein.

Life
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The ribosome factory has far too much traffic to bother
with a membrane. Ribosome commerce goes unhindered.
Viruses find that terribly convenient.

Viruses
Viruses travel light. While hardy enough to survive
outside, they enjoy the comfort of being indoors.
Before dirt was young, viruses evolved from cells to
become the ultimate parasite. A life of adventure as a
swindler of cells. Losing what was not necessary. Slimming
down for stealth.
That small size is vital. If viruses were not so tiny, they
could not slip into the cells they seek to infect.
Viruses are a marvel of biological engineering. A tiny
miracle of evolved economy and intelligence.
A virus has 2 parts: a core (virion) and a protective coat
(capsid).
The vitals of a virus are its virion. The virion contains
what a virus needs to get a cell to make viral copies.
A virion is tucked within a capsid: a working sphere of
protection.
Because of the limited coding capacity of viruses, capsids
are built by using a few proteins over and over. Despite
comprising few building blocks, capsids are complex
structures.
Capsids have an ingenious design. They are sturdy
enough to withstand pressure yet readily come apart to
release the virion once a virus penetrates a cell. To save
effort, many viruses evolved capsids that self-assemble.
A virus is particular about the cells it infects. Not just any
cell will do.
The adventure of infection begins with a virus navigating
its way to the specific type of cell it wants for its host. Viruses
have a mental map of their host's body. They travel
knowingly to reach their destination.
Target cells already occupied by a virus are bypassed. A
successful virus leaves a subtle sign on the outside of its host
cell which another virus reads as "occupied."
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Viruses have infected cells for billions of years. Cells
learned to fight back. Built a defense. An immune system.
Infection and immunity have long been competing to best
the other. A competition that continues to evolve.
Viruses still manage to sneak in. It is never easy.
Ultimately, a virus must trick a cell into letting the virus in.
Viruses are too small to use brute force to infect.
Viruses willfully change their structure as they attempt
to infect. One tactic is deceptive camouflage. Some viruses
mimic the immune system to evade it. Viruses have many
gimmicks to gain entry into a cell.
Viral infection is a group assault. A cooperative effort.
This is necessary to have any chance of making it past the
sturdy defenses of immune systems. If a virus decides that it
is necessary, it may sacrifice itself to give its companions an
advantage.
The benefit of viral cooperation comes from specialized
skill sets. Some viruses are better at certain tasks than
others.
Viruses trade tips on stratagems, on being a more prolific
parasite. This knowledge is passed on to offspring. How is a
mystery. But the process is an intelligent one, as viral
evolution decidedly trends to greater contagion.
A virus must hijack a cell's ribosome to have offspring.
Fool a cell's factory into making the molecules that smart
viral proteins then assemble.
Like comedy, timing matters. Having infected a cell, a
virus evaluates its situation.
If there are many companions about in other cells, a virus
is in no rush to reproduce. The virus nestles into a safe place
within its host cell and waits.
To boost total viral production, a virus may want its host
to live longer. This requires not interfering with the cell.
Viruses practice patience when it is the smart move.
If a virus is co-infecting with a stranger instead of friends,
it may consider the other virus competition. The virus will
then work its host cell to death as quickly as possible to
thwart its perceived rival.

Life
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Most viruses do eventually kill their host cell. A few never
do. Those viruses which can keep their host intact have
mastered the prime parasite craft: accommodation.
Many viruses seek this skill. Few attain it. Most that do
descend from a most ancient lineage: a wisdom of grace
passed down through the ages.
When the virus decides the time is right, it hijacks a
ribosome and submits its virion copybook.
Ribosomes read viral replication instructions in a
convoluted way. The odd reading owes to the virus keeping
its code compact.
A ribosome reads viral strands like a roller coaster car
running along a track. But the ride is not straightforward.
Specific loops in the viral instructions throw the roller
coaster reader off its track, jumping to a spot thousands of
positions away. Other loops force a reading ribosome to back
up a bit and then move forward again. A snaky reading route.
How a ribosome knows how to interpret viral instructions
in the crazy way that it does is a mystery. What is known is
that these viral guides make it possible for entirely distinct
proteins to be produced from the same stretch of genetic code.
This is an incredible economy, using the same genetic
material for multiple sets of instructions.
The viral reproduction guidebook has much more
information content than its molecular structure. It is an
ingenious design that lets viruses stay tiny.
If not for this tremendous economy, a virus would have to
lug around a lot more molecules. Viruses rely upon a
miraculous efficiency to exist.
What comes out of a ribosome are viral pieces. Creating a
new virus does not just spontaneously happen. A team of
viral proteins coordinate assembly.
For that to happen, viral proteins have to know how to do
what they do. And work as a team.
Viruses and their protein team clearly possess awareness
and skill without any physicality for these talents. If
matterism was the way of the world, viruses couldn't possibly
exist.
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Brains
If brains are unnecessary for intelligence, why have
them?
Brains are not an asset. They are instead a liability.
Brains take considerable metabolic energy and cripple a
creature if the brain is damaged. Your brain consumes 25%
of your body's energy, and must be protected both physically
and by a decent diet.
The only purpose of brains is to put more hazard in the
game of life. American biologist James Traniello knows that
"the brain is a costly organ to operate. It demands a lot of
energy."
A few animals reduce and enlarge their brains based on
their energy situation.
Indian jumping ants shrink their brains and unshrink
them within a few weeks. When an ant queen dies, worker
ants compete to become the new queen. To have as much
energy as possible for combat, ants shrink their brains for
this tournament. The workers who lose the queen contest
grow their brains back to normal worker size. Queens, who
live in the dark, don't need worker-sized brains. They retain
smaller brains.
The Etruscan pygmy shrew is the smallest mammal. It
hibernates during the winter. To conserve energy during
hibernation, a shrew's brain shrinks. Once spring arrives and
it is time to revive, the shrew's brain enlarges to its active
size.

Evolution
"Evolution exhibits an identifiable driving force." ~ Israeli
biochemist Addy Pross

Evolution is adaptation. Adaptation is the process of
adjusting to better the chance of survival and having the
legacy of offspring. Adaptation aims at sustaining life.
The caveat is that living is a struggle. Life is designed to
be a challenge.
What we see as evolution are changed traits. That
disguises what is really going on.

Life
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There is a localized cöherence behind every organism.
This cöherence considers the organism's life experience, then
decides how to improve prospects for the next generation.
This is the process of evolution. Intelligent adaptation
based on careful assessment. Creative proposals for better
living.

Evolutionary changes are often incremental. Modest
attempts at improvement.
Sometimes a local cöherence makes a bold, imaginative
move. Saltation is a leap in evolution. Turtles exemplify
saltation.

Turtles
It's a dangerous world. One common adaptation among
animals and plants is for defense.
There is no other animal
like a turtle. Their shell is
made of modified ribs which
have drastically overgrown.
Turtle
shoulders are
inside their rib cage. A novel
arrangement.
Also unique to turtles is
their ability to quickly extend or retract their heads. This
trait is not just for defense. Some turtles quickly spring their
head forward to snatch prey. These turtles act as ambush
hunters, their shell casually looking like a rock.
Turtles abruptly appeared in the fossil record 250 million
years ago. The shells of such bony creatures would have been
preserved if they had existed. Nothing turtle-like has been
found except turtles.
A testimony to the success of turtle saltation is that their
body basics have scarcely changed since they first emerged.

Convergent Evolution
Evolution aims at survival. Regardless of life form, the
tools to stay alive are much the same. A common need for all
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involves senses - and corresponding minds - to comprehend
the environment. Adaptation often converges toward the
same solution.
Vision independently evolved over 50 times in unrelated
animals, often using quite different types of eyes. Though
they don't have eyes, plants in different families also
convergently evolved vision numerous times.
Algae are seafaring single-cell organisms that feed off
sunlight. Land plants evolved from algae.
Erythropsidinium is a single-celled alga. It has an eye
that it uses to catch prey and avoid predators. No brain nor
nervous system. But a functional eye and a mind that knows
how to use it.
Camouflage is a stratagem: a trickery that may protect or
help a predator catch prey. A tremendous number of
microbes, plants, and animals independently turned to
camouflage to raise their odds of survival. The local
cöherence behind these organisms often converged to the
same solution.
"There is a pervasive occurrence of convergence across the
tree of life. Many roads can lead to evolved similarity in
disparate branches." ~ Hungarian evolutionary geneticist
László Nagy


Adaptations may not work out because environments
change. The challenge of living is ongoing.

There is an intricate order to life and its evolution. A
cöherence which cannot be accounted for by the random
arrangement of matter. Further, the vitality of life cannot be
explained by molecules shuffling about.
Every life form is aware and intelligent. Even molecules
such as proteins and viruses are conscious and have minds.
Vitalism. Cöherence. Consciousness. Intelligence.
Adaptation. All are far beyond what matterism could muster.
"A purpose, an intention, a design, strikes everywhere even
the careless, the most stupid thinker." ~ 18th-century Scottish
philosopher David Hume

The Soul
"You don't have a soul. You are a soul. You have a body."
~ Irish novelist C.S. Lewis

There is a physical plane and a spirit plane. The 2 are
entangled.
To incarnate is to take bodily form. Being alive is an
incarnation.
Consciousness is an incarnation of an immortal soul. This
has been a common belief worldwide since prehistory.
Is there evidence of souls? There is indeed. In abundance.
Paranormal refers to phenomena in the psychic realm.
Well beyond what matterism can explain.
There are 7 well-documented paranormal phenomena
which show that souls are real: out-of-body experiences,
remote viewing, near-death experiences, terminal lucidity,
ghosts, reincarnation, and spirit presences. Ample proof.

Out-of-Body Experiences
An out-of-body experience is awareness detached from
the physical body. The mind senses from outside its body.
Out-of-body experiences have been reported throughout
history. They were known to the ancient Chinese, Egyptians,
Greeks, American Indians, Hindus, Hebrews, Muslims, and
Oceanic peoples. 90% of the cultures in the world have a
tradition regarding out-of-body experiences.
1 in 5 people have an out-of-body experience sometime
during their life. Out-of-body experiences tend to be
spontaneous. But some people can leave their body at will.
Many recall an out-of-body experience as blissful.
Out-of-body experiences has been repeatedly confirmed.
Out-of-body travelers can often reveal details about
environments they could not have otherwise known.

Remote Viewing
Out-of-body experiences are minor league compared to
remote viewing: long-distance vision.
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Ingo Swann was an American artist who lived from 1933
to 2012. Swann saw remotely. Experiments in 1972
confirmed Swann's inexplicable talent.
Swann was extensively tested at Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) in 1973. He quickly got bored with such tests
as describing pictures in sealed envelopes.
So, researchers gave Swann a formidable challenge: view
Jupiter. The largest planet in our solar system. From his
chair in an SRI lab in California.
Swann described many details of Jupiter as if looking
down on the planet. Among them were glittering rings in the
upper atmosphere.
In 1973, details of Jupiter's appearance were unknown.
What Swann described he could not possibly know if he had
not seen it himself.
Voyager 1 was the first space probe to fly by Jupiter. That
was in 1979. The precise picture of Jupiter Swann described
6 years earlier was confirmed. American astrophysicist
Russell Targ explained: "unlike Saturn's rings, which are
clearly visible from Earth, even through small telescopes,
Jupiter's rings are so difficult to see that they weren't
discovered until the Voyager 1 spacecraft in 1979."

The US military ran a remote viewing program called
Stargate from 1978 to 1995. Swann and several other remote
viewers participated. CIA official Norm J was responsible for
the US military's Fort Meade remote viewing unit. He said,
"you can't be involved in this for any length of time and not
be convinced."
Stargate remote viewers found a downed Russian bomber
in Africa. Looked in on American hostages in Iran. Located a
kidnapped American general in Italy. Saw Soviet weapons
factories from thousands of miles away. Witnessed a Chinese
atomic bomb test 3 days before it happened. And mapped
numerous archeological sites that were otherwise
undetectable. English psychologist and paranormal skeptic
Richard Wiseman could only confess, "by the standards of
any science, remote viewing is proven.
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Out-of-body and remote viewing experiences show that
sensory awareness is not necessarily bound to the body.
Consciousness and physicality can be a fluid connection.
Near-death experiences further confirm this.

Near-Death Experiences
There have been innumerable credible reports of being
conscious while deceased. People who are clinically dead but
still aware.
The brain typically stops working within 30 seconds after
the heart stops beating. People who die from a heart attack
but then revive often report a near-death experience. Stories
vary.
David Bennett drowned off the coast of California in 1983.
He was underwater for 18 minutes. His lungs filled with
seawater.
Bennett finally popped to the surface. Was revived.
Bennett reported seeing dancing, coherent light while
drowned. Feeling bliss. And love.
Most of those who have near-death experiences report
inner peace. Many are able to accurately recall attempts to
revive them. Some report out-of-body experiences while dead,
revealing details they could not possibly know from where
their body was.
The most common aftereffect of having a near-death
experience is a renewed sense of purpose. Living is more
enjoyable, more meaningful.
Many people who have had near-death experiences or
out-of-body experiences no longer fear death. They are
content for life's adventure to last as long as it does. And be
done with it.

Terminal Lucidity
Getting old sucks. You can't do what you once could. As
you get older it only gets worse. Alas, I speak from
experience.
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Along with the body, the mind often weakens. It is
especially bad for those with dementia: oldsters who lose
their marbles. Unable to remember what happened 10
seconds ago. Or for the last 10 years.
Almost all with dementia have rotted brains. Various
diseases which chewed at brain tissue. Destroyed physical
function. And yet….
Terminal lucidity occurs when someone with a severe
chronic brain disease has a revival of mental clarity before
dying. This inexplicable phenomenon has repeatedly been
reported since antiquity. "The most remarkable cases involve
patients whose brains were destroyed by diseases, but who
seemed to recover shortly before death with their memory
intact," noted German American neurobiologist Michael
Nahm.
Terminal lucidity provides a way for folks with dementia
to close their book of life gracefully.
If the brain was responsible for mental function, terminal
lucidity would be impossible.

Terminal lucidity helps ease the passage of a soul. Ghosts
show how that transition can go wrong. Badly.

Ghosts
"A ghost is somebody who's gotten stuck in the physical
world but is not part of the physical world." ~ American
paranormal researcher Hans Holzer

Ghosts have been noted in every culture worldwide
throughout history. Attachment to life can be so strong that
the shock of its sudden end is unacceptable to a soul.
Ghosts show that a soul has will.
Normally, at death, one's spirit is ushered out of the body.
For ghosts, the soul transition process faltered because their
death was traumatic.
Ghosts just won't let go. They linger where their tragedy
or emotional attachment was before their physical death.
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is the mental
illness of being stuck in the past, holding on to a legendary
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bad memory that won't go away. Suffering crippling chronic
fear or remorse. A ghost is a soul with PTSD after their body
has died.
The presidential mansion in the United States of America
is called the White House. The White House is haunted.
Beyond doubt.
Willie Lincoln, son of President Abraham Lincoln, died of
typhoid fever in 1862 while in the White House. He was 11.
Willie's parents thereafter received regular visits. A
bereaved Mary Lincoln spoke of seeing her son's ghost once
at the foot of her bed. Willie Lincoln was also seen by staff
members of the Ulysses S. Grant administration in the
1870s. President Lyndon Johnson's daughter Lynda saw and
talked with the disembodied young Lincoln.
After his 1865 assassination, President Lincoln joined his
son in phantasmal appearances. First lady Grace Coolidge
spoke of seeing Lincoln looking out a window in his former
office.
In 1940, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill had
just stepped out of a hot bath in the Lincoln bedroom,
wearing nothing but a cigar, when he encountered Lincoln by
the fireplace. Churchill dryly said, "Good evening, Mr.
President. You seem to have me at a disadvantage."
Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands was sleeping in the
Lincoln bedroom in 1942 when she heard a knock on the
bedroom door. She opened it to see Lincoln and fainted.
President Ronald Reagan said that his dog would go into
any room in the White House except the Lincoln bedroom,
where he'd just stand outside the door and bark. Reagan and
his daughter Maureen both admitted that they saw the
spectral Lincoln in the White House.
There have been many other reports by numerous people
serving in various administrations of seeing Lincoln,
including President Theodore Roosevelt and Eleanor
Roosevelt, wife of President Franklin Roosevelt.
Abigail Adams was the 1st First Lady to live in the White
House. She used the East Room to dry sheets. Since her
death, there have been repeated sightings of her likeness in
that area. She walks with her arms out-stretched, as if
holding clean linens.
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Dolley Madison liked taking care of the White House
garden. During the Woodrow Wilson administration, staff
members reported seeing her ghost as they were about to
move the Rose Garden. They decided to leave the garden
where Dolley wanted it.
William Henry Harrison was the first US President to die
in the White House. He haunts the attic.
"The damned place is haunted, sure as shootin'." ~ US
President Harry Truman on his tenure at the White House

Reincarnation
An afterlife has been a central tenet in all religions.
Reincarnation figures in creeds spawned in the Far East,
India, the Middle East, the philosophies of ancient Greece,
and among indigenous peoples worldwide.
Young children, typically between the ages of 3 to 5 years,
have the most vivid memories of a past incarnation.
Canadian-born American psychiatrist Ian Stevenson, who
extensively recorded the memories of reincarnation in 3,000
children worldwide, observed: "too often the children are
troubled by confusion regarding their identity. This becomes
even more severe in those children who, conscious of being in
a small body, can remember having been in an adult one, or
who remember a life as a member of the opposite sex."
Numerous researchers have reported on children who
remember a previous incarnation, citing details they could
not possibly know. Some children exhibit xenoglossy: being
able to speak an unfamiliar foreign language.
Researchers have found odd links in the reincarnated to
a past life. Birthmarks. Physical defects. Inexplicable food
and clothing preferences. In some cases, certain fears.
A common myth about reincarnation is that it is
progressive, that a soul matures through lifetimes. Nature is
not a moral accountant. The soul is not a diary of social
convention. Not a moral ledger.
The evolution of a soul is in its learning from experience
over a lifetime. Every incarnation presents a challenge that
reflects a previous incarnation. And something more.
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Life learning works as a puzzle to be solved. To progress
from iğnorance to self-realization. A beckoning to wisdom. A
summoning to master The Matrix.
"The supreme calling of every human being is to aspire to
self-realization." ~ Indian guru Anandamayi Maa

Presences
"You are never alone. There are powers and presences who
serve you all the time most faithfully. You may or may not
perceive them. Nevertheless, they are real and active." ~ Indian
guru Nisargadatta Maharaj

Every culture since prehistory, and nearly all religions,
have teachings of paranormal presences. Hinduism. Taoism.
Buddhism. Judaism. Christianity. Islamism.
The most publicized, and extreme, aspect of presences is
exorcism. Expunging an evil spirit. Expelling a malingering
inner malice.
There are exorcism rituals in all the religions mentioned.
And among many indigenous cultures worldwide.
An individual soul is part of a group, like a leaf on a tree.
This spirit complex corresponds with biology.
All animals are home to many colonies of microbes.
Altogether, a microbiome. The term biome refers to a type of
environment.
Your microbiome is involved in most of your bodily
functions. It helped guide your childhood development.
Your body can only digest simple sugars. All the food you
eat first feeds your gut microbiome, which then feeds you the
leftovers. This works because your body and microbiome
constantly communicate. Your appetite for certain foods
comes from your gut microbes.
The composition and quality of your gut microbiome
depends upon the foods you eat. The microbes in your gut
reflect your dietary choices. A bad diet leads to poor health.
Because you've grown a lousy microbiome.
Your psychic presences are like your microbiome. Your
spiritbiome reflects the quality of your psychic energy.
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Presences may feed - or feed off of - your psychic energy.
Benevolent ones help you. Bad ones drain you, sour you.
Spirit presences make themselves felt in various ways.
Transient feelings. Moods. Thoughts. Insights. In dreams.
The body is warm and energy cold. Strong presences may
sometimes be felt as a chilling sensation. Ghosts too may feel
like a chill in the bones.

Ghosts and presences are proof that existence is extradimensional: larger than the 3 dimensions of space which our
mind creates for its nominal story of Nature.
"The simple things you see are all complicated." ~ English
musician Pete Townshend

The physical plane is just a playground. Existence is
infinitely more complex than your mind makes it appear.
Among the mind's deceits is simplification. Actuality is just
a rough sketch.

Physics offers insights into the nature of Nature and the
mechanics by which existence is fabricated. Physics offers
further proof that the material world is really immaterial.

Physics
"The task of physics is to find out what we can say about
Nature." ~ Danish physicist Niels Bohr

Because we must know how the world works to get what
we want, we are born physicists. But physics is more than
mere mechanics. Physics reveals what is really going on.
The word physics derived from the ancient Greek,
meaning "knowledge of Nature." This natural science focuses
on the movement of matter, which is an expression of energy.
The word energy is also from ancient Greek. Into modern
times, energy meant motion of all kinds. The meaning of
energy deepened in the 20th century.

The chemical elements are species of atoms. In the late
19th century, physicists recognized that atoms were not the
smallest unit of matter. Subatomic particles were called
quanta, plural for quantum.
The first quantum discovered was the electron. Electrons
are responsible for electricity and chemistry. From a physical
point of view, electrons are the workhorses of the everyday
world. Like proteins are to cells.
A quantum of light is a photon. Besides shedding light,
physicists theorize that photons are the source of
electromagnetism (electricity and magnetism). Photons
power electrons.
The science of how quanta go about their business is
called quantum mechanics. Because quanta come from a
field, quantum mechanics is also called quantum field theory.
A field is a region of coherent energy. Quantum particles
emerge from local fields. Fields, not particles, are the source
of Nature.
"Particles are epiphenomena arising from fields. Unbounded
fields, not bounded particles, are fundamental." ~ American
theoretical physicist Art Hobson
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Matter & Energy
The march of modern physics led to the discovery in the
early 20th century that matter is made of energy. This
revelation disproved matterism and laid the foundation of
energyism as the proper scientific paradigm.
The expectable scientific revolution from this profound
discovery never happened. Matterism retained its crown.
Scientists either did not appreciate or refused to accept the
implications of what they had discovered.
The most famous equation in physics was written in 1905
by German theoretical physicist Albert Einstein. It simply
stated E = mc2. This equation meant that matter (m) and
energy (E) were equivalent. And that matter held a
tremendous amount of energy. E = mc2 specifically states
that the energy which matter contains is however much mass
matter has times the speed of light (c) squared. The speed of
light is a huge number. Multiplying that number by itself is
gigantic.
Atomic bombs explosively proved the point. A tiny
amount of matter has terrible destructive power if unleashed.
On 7 August 1945, the US dropped an atomic bomb which
exploded in the sky over Hiroshima, Japan. That single bomb
destroyed the entire city. All the energy released by the bomb
came from matter that weighed just 70% of a $US dollar bill.
Less than what a small raisin or plain thumbtack weighs.
The lightest atom is hydrogen. It has a core of a single
proton which is orbited by a single electron. Add more
protons and electrons and heavier elements are made.
The Sun and other stars create light by consuming
hydrogen in a fusion process. Light is pure energy.
Hydrogen is the simplest atom. There is so much energy
in hydrogen that a star fusing hydrogen blazes blinding light
for millions of miles. And yet the fused atoms remain intact.
Fusion builds the atomic bricks from which worlds are
constructed. All of the chemical elements which occur in
Nature except hydrogen come from fusion.
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We sense light by its interaction with matter, by light
reflecting off objects. Besides letting us see by reflection, light
energy also excites the matter it strikes, creating heat.
In diametric ways, stars and atomic bombs show that
matter is made of energy. Stars by creating energy from
matter: fusion. Atomic bombs by releasing the energy in
matter: fission.
In 1909, Einstein discovered that a quantum behaved as
a particle or as a wave, depending on how it was observed.
This wave/particle duality is the core oddity of quantum
physics. Wave/particle duality drove quantum field theory.
"There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract
description." ~ Danish physicist Niels Bohr

Pilot Wave Theory
In 1927, French physicist Louis de Broglie proposed a
solution to the observational uncertainty of quantum
wave/particle duality: pilot wave theory. Broglie figured that
"all particles must be transported by a wave into which it is
incorporated."
Each particle is guided by a background energy wave,
which Broglie called a pilot wave. The pilot wave is a local
field of cöherence that imparts the character that a quantum
has. The pilot wave decides the appearance of the particle it
is responsible for.
In being consistent with all other physics theories
supported by evidence, pilot wave theory is the best
explanation of how matter comes to be.

Energy
"Energy is an abstract concept introduced by physicists to
better understand how Nature operates. Since it is an abstract
idea, we cannot form a concrete picture of it in our minds. We
find it very difficult to define energy in simple terms."
~ American physicist Carlos Calle

Matter is made of energy. Energy is only an idea. That
means matter is a mirage.
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Physics proves that energyism is the proper paradigm.
Consider how energy is sensed.
Sensation is an impression of matter. All that you sense
is material. This is the story your mind insists upon.
Any sense of energy is made using memory. Energy is a
noticed change. Change is a comparison made by recalling a
previous state from what exists now. Motion is woven by
memory.
Energy is created in the mind. But so too matter.
As matter is made of energy, matter is an artifact created
by the mind from data provided by cöherence.
Conventional thinking is that perception is a capture of a
material world in the mind. A turning of matter into symbols.
The opposite is true. Perception converts symbols into the
appearance of matter.
Nature is an intricate, coherent realm of symbolic
representations. The world emanates from a data plane
fabricated by fields of cöherence. What this means is that
energy is essentially data from which existence emerges
every moment.

Principles
Modern physicists discovered the principles by which
existence is manufactured. They did so by pondering the
extremes of Nature: the quantum and cosmic perspectives.

Process
"Nothing happens until something moves." ~ Albert Einstein

The original idea of energy was matter in motion. 20thcentury physicists discovered that matter is made of energy.
Which means that all of Nature is always in motion.
Matter is made of atoms and subatomic quanta which are
never at rest. Only constant movement.
All is process. Change is the only constant. Moment by
moment, existence coherently emerges from the quantum
level on up.
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Universality
English physicist Peter Higgs advanced quantum field
theory in 1964 with the idea that the character of quanta
ultimately come from a universal field. The data for the
elements of existence are distributed from a solitary source.
The core principle of a monism is universality. Monism
begets dualism.
Reality begets actuality via universal fields. Given that
energy is just a concept, a field is a bundle of data at work.
Ĉonsciousness is the universal field of consciousness. The
fundamental force of awareness.1 The ability to witness what
cöherence creates.
Cöherence is the universal field which manufactures
minds and the contents they consume. 2 The creative force of
order.
Ĉonsciousness and cöherence are spoken of as if they are
separate. That is just a way of speaking to facilitate
understanding. An artificial distinction. Ĉonsciousness and
cöherence are a unity. The monism from which dualism
arises.

"The most incomprehensible thing about the world is that it
is comprehensible." ~ German physicist Albert Einstein

Universality is the means by which Nature is
comprehensible. Because cöherence is unified, it can portray
existence as a consistent process.
Consistency is partly attained via incremental changes.
If the moving picture of actuality were jumpy, it would be
incomprehensible. Continuity creates comprehensibility.
Evolution can be appreciated because it appears an
incremental process. Saltation surprised evolutionary
biologists, many of whom remain skeptical of a sudden jump
in clever design. This surprise is unwarranted considering

The ^ (hat) on unified Ĉonsciousness signifies universality.
The ö in cöherence signifies diversity (the 2 dots) from unity
(the circle).
1
2
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the vast diversity of life showing an obvious flare for wild
creativity time and again.
Incrementalism is only one aspect of comprehensibility.
Another facet is recognizability.
Being able to identify something requires having some
reference. References are the outcome of classification. The
craft of classification is creating categories. Categorization is
necessary for the mind to make sense of things.
A category is of likeness. Likeness is somewhat arbitrary.
A mental artifice. There are many criteria by which
something may be categorized, as books or music in a library
illustrate.
Because cöherence creates minds as well as their
contents, each life form has innate inclinations to
classification depending upon their situation. The symbols of
Nature and their sensation are such a natural fit that we
seldom think of how the world so often appears so effortlessly
comprehensible.
Everything is unique. To perceive is to simplify. This
reduction is also an act of creation. Though, in doing so, it is
a robbery of richness.

Light & Sight
Pure energy travels faster than matter could ever dream
of. Light is the spectrum of energy by which we can see.
Animal eyes evolved to take advantage of the richest
range of energy that the Sun radiates from its fusion. If we
saw any other spectrum Nature would look very dull indeed.
How light behaves illustrates all energetic radiation.
Light bounces off objects. Reflection. This how we
supposedly see. Via reflected light. Light captures the
appearance of objects and transports it to your eyes is the
conventional explanation, which follows.
Light travels as a wave. Radiation. A coherent
propagation.
A wave of light breaks when it hits your eye. Individual
quanta of light - photons - are absorbed by cells in the eye.
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Each photon has a story to tell about the object it last
encountered before it went into the eye. No one can say how
the story of sight is told at the atomic level.
How your mind manages to create the images that it does
from cells excited from disparate photons is a mystery. The
cells themselves are not neatly arranged. And those cells are
at the back of your eye. By the time a photon has reached a
receptive cell, it has already banged into other cells in the
eye. Yet the photon supposedly maintains its story of what's
out there. A story that is supposedly consistent with other
photons being absorbed by nerve cells.
Vision is not like taking a photograph, which is an orderly
stamping of light on a flat sheet. A photo plate soaks up the
photons in the same arrangement in which they arrived.
Eyes don't do that. The receptor cells in eyes are not so
orderly.
The common physical explanation of vision is a ridiculous
simplification that falls apart if you look at the details. As a
biological mechanism, vision is impossible.

Intelligent Energy Travel
The speed of light depends upon the medium through
which it travels. Outer space differs from air. Air from water.
Outer space, air, water: distinct media.
Radiation responds to the environment in which it
travels. Light bouncing off objects is reflection. Light
changing direction when going into a different medium is
refraction.
Light moves as quickly as possible through whatever
medium it traverses: optimal propagation of radiation.
Imagine a beam of light Optimal Radiation
traveling first through air and then
a
actual
through water, as illustrated.
air
If light went in a straight line, it
would split the difference between
air and water. Half of the distance
straight
in the air, half in water.
water
Because light moves slower in
water than air, the straight route is
b
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slower than traveling less through water and more through
air.
Light takes the quickest path. It refracts when it hits the
water. Changes direction to go straight down in the drink.
In order to travel less distance through water and more
through air, a ray of light must know exactly where it is going
and through what media. Light must know its destination.
And decide how to get there.
It's not that energy is smart, though it does move smartly.
That light propagates optimally has been known for
thousands of years. How is this feat accomplished?
For an energy wave to behave as it does, all the
information it needs about actuality must be instantly
incorporated. Calculation of the fastest path requires
knowing everything about that route, and the alternatives.
Somehow light behaves this way.
Optimal propagation clearly indicates a universal
intelligence which works at every scale of existence. A unified
field which shares all necessary information. This is the
process of cöherence.

Localization & Quantization
To create Nature and its perception, Ĉonsciousness and
cöherence localize. Unity spawns diversity.
Life is defined by consciousness. Awareness is given to all
life, from molecules to cells to organisms. Localization of
Ĉonsciousness into innumerable forms. These localized
consciousnesses witness the creations of cöherence.
The creative force of cöherence localizes to create minds
and the symbolic constructs they consume. Each local field of
symbols is a bundle of data.
Minds access those symbolic data bundles according to
the scheme which corresponds with how Nature is perceived
subjectively. Rather than experiencing matter, a mind
experiences symbols which it portrays as matter. This is the
key deception of The Matrix.
That a unity manufactures duality is a most convenient
architecture for producing consistency and inducing
believability in watchers of the show called Nature.
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Consciousness is necessary for a mind to put on a show.
And a mind is necessary for consciousness to have a show to
watch.
Viruses and proteins are mere molecules. But they must
know what they are about. That requires awareness and
perception.
To behave with intent requires making sense of the
surrounding environment. That requires a mind and
consciousness.

Classical physics studied the motion of matter. Modern
physics went further in studying the nature of matter.
Modern physics began at the turn of the 20th century. In
1894, German electric companies hired physicist Max Planck
to find a way to make light bulbs more efficient.
In 1900, Planck had a theoretical answer. Light bulbs
were no better for it. But Planck's theory changed physics.
The centerpiece of Planck's theory was quantization.
Everything is discrete. Nature is always in bits. Particles.
Quanta.
Nothing is continuous. Even radiant energy appears in
pieces. Photons of light. The exhibition of existence - Nature
- derives from quantization.
Waves of course do appear. But only as a pattern in the
mind, as coherent congregations of particles. Perception is a
perspective on symbols suggested by cöherence, which guides
the mind's constructions.

The production of existence is a 2-step process. The
unified field of cöherence localizes to create compact fields of
data. Those fields responsible for forming or making an
impression on matter quantize. The bits of Nature are born
from a universal field localized and quantized.
In quantum physics terms, a local field which quantizes
into matter is a fermion. Those quantum fields which act
upon fermions are bosons.
In acting on matter, light is bosonic. Photons of light
convey to matter both heat and potential appearance.
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Light quantizes while still merrily acting as a group in
waves: a coherent congregation.
Matter too acts of coherent congregation. Water is a fluid
example analogous to light, in comprising individual
molecules which readily stay together in waves.
At each scale, congregations of matter have their own
behavior. Their own localized cöherences. A seamless dance
at every scale. And between scales.
From the smallest scale to the largest, integration occurs.
The paradox of localization is entanglement.

Entanglement
"Nature functions by integration." ~ French biologist
François Jacob

Entanglement connects universality and localization. All
existence is entangled. Everything connected by degrees of
separation. Distinct yet linked. Nothing exists in isolation.
"Subatomic particles have no meaning as isolated entities.
They can only be understood as interconnections." ~ Austrian
physicist Erwin Schrödinger

The quanta which comprise the building blocks of Nature
are never alone. Swarming each of them are a host of 'virtual'
particles which flit in and out of existence. A quantumbiome.
An entanglement at the elemental scale.
The emergence of Nature is an entanglement of spatial
scales. Quanta coherently congregate to create atoms. Atoms
to molecules. And so on. On out to star systems and galaxies.
And beyond. Entanglement envelops every scale and threads
among scales.
There is a physics paradigm for entangled entities. Gyres.

Gyres
"Systems in Nature are not in equilibrium. They exchange
fluxes of matter or energy with their surroundings." ~ French
physicist Jacques Prost

A gyre is a localized coherent vortex that interacts with
its environment. Contained yet interacting. And from that
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changing. A gyre is characterized by its structure and
dynamic interactive patterns.
The idea the Nature comprises entangled gyres was first
stated by ancient Greek philosopher Democritus in the 4th
century before the common era.
Thinking in terms of gyres is an apt way to view the
world. Localized processes forging dynamic environments.
And, in turn, gyres being affected by their environment.
"Any cycle that exists in Nature – in physical, chemical, or
biological systems – may be viewed as a gyre." ~ American
microbiologist Erik Andrulis

Relativity
In 1632, Italian astronomer and mathematician Galileo
Galilei stated his principle of relativity: that the laws of
physics are the same everywhere. Unchanging. Invariant.
Consistent. Reliable. Absolute.
Galilean invariance underpinned classical physics, which
was mathematically described by English physicist Isaac
Newton in 1687. "Absolute space and time," wrote Newton.
This sense of reliability led to the idea that Nature has
laws which cannot be violated. Inviolable. Reliable. Absolute.
Classical physicists thought the cosmos was mechanical.
Like clockwork.
That clock was taken apart by Einstein in the early 20th
century. Einstein discovered that space and time are not
absolute. Space and time are relative to the matter they
contain.
Matter, space, and time are entangled. Matter warps
spacetime. The result is gravity.
"Spacetime tells matter how to move. Matter tells spacetime
how to curve." ~ American theoretical physicist John Wheeler

The geometry of spacetime depends upon the matter
within it.
Einstein's theories of relativity indicated a unification
behind the diversity of the physical world.
Einstein's relativity theories also stated that the
geometry of Nature depends upon its observation. Existence
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is relative to its perception. The production of Nature and its
perception are entangled.

Subjectivism
"Physical concepts are free creations of the human mind, and
are not, however it may seem, uniquely determined by the
external world." ~ Albert Einstein

Is the world the same for everyone? Objective?
Of course not. You have your own perspective. Your own
subjective frame of reference.
Einstein's theories of relativity broke through the limits
of classical physics by considering subjective perception.
Every observer has a unique perspective. A frame of
reference. Like the frame of a picture affects how it looks. A
view differs depending on where you are standing. Subjective
perspective.
Einstein conceived his theories of relativity by thinking
about different reference frames. All is relative. Subjective.
Borne by each mind.
The theory of subjectivism which reveals how matter and
spacetime are entangled also works in the quantum realm.
The expression of quanta directly depends upon their
observation. Particles express themselves as waves when
observed a certain way. And vice versa. Frame of reference
matters. This is the essence of quantum wave/particle
duality.

The Mechanics of Existence
"Reality is merely an illusion. Albeit a very persistent one."
~ Albert Einstein

Existence is constructed moment by moment from the
quantum level up. Kept in order at every scale. All scales
fitting together. An entangled cöherence.
Matter is made of energy, which is symbolic data. That
means matter is merely symbolic representation. Tangible
data which appears authentic. But only because your mind
insists that the physical world is real.
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Sensory data is transformed to symbolic representations
in your mind. Even matterists do not deny that. They just
deny the truth of it. Which is silly.
Matter is an imagined construction: a false front for the
energy-data from which it appears.
Consider matter a fraud by the mind. Perception is a
process of deception as much as revelation.
Sure, what is in your mind 'exists'. But only because the
word exists means you experience it. In your mind.
A fact is an experienced event. In your mind.
There are no objective facts. Only shared stories.
Actuality is solely in the mind. And it's not going away as
long as you are conscious. Persistent indeed.

Physics reveals that Nature is an intricate illusion. The
tangible is instead symbolic: a projection of the mind.
The quantized mirage of matter is maintained by
localized cöherences which are part of a unified field. Duality
from a unity. A unified diversity.
What this means is that existence is infinitely more
elaborate than if Nature were constructed of substance
holding itself together, as modern science teaches. Matterist
science is myth. Fiction posing as fact under a false premise.
Behind every possible sensation is a symbolic construct
which is woven from the quantum level on up to create a
coherent fabric. An incredible deception exquisitely ordered.
Matter is merely an artifact made in the mind, at
whatever scale a consciousness witnesses from. An everyday
object to a virus is an atom. That's their scale. For a virus, a
cell is a city. An animal body is a continent.
The greatest deception we can suffer is to think that
Nature is comprehensible, or that our perceptions represent
reality. We fool ourselves if we miss the vast, unknowable
intelligence imbued in all of Nature.
Nature is a wonder deserving awe - a respect found in
some prehistoric cultures, now long lost to materialism. The
everyday desecration of Nature in industrial societies is a
profound statement of iğnorance.
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Is a thought real? No. Of course not. Just a thought. A
fragment of imagination that popped up. Here and gone.
What happens in your mind is not real. Just a flow of
data, some of which the mind esteems as information. Always
changing. Process.
All that exists is in the present moment. The past is
memory, the future imagined. That much everyone knows.
What is less appreciated is that even the present is a
mental construction. Perception of space is a fabrication,
relying upon both memory and imagination.
Every idea of change is a mental comparison. Time does
not exist. Time is a product of memory.
Cöherence is the producer, the mind the consumer.
Cöherence also creates minds. Thereby the data that
comprises the world fits the mind hand-in-glove.
Matter is made of energy. Energy is just data. The core
lesson of physics: the physical world is not real.
So why does Nature seem so real? Why the grand
deception? Why is The Matrix as it is?

The Matrix
"Try and penetrate the secrets of Nature and you will find,
behind all that is discernible, there remains something subtle,
intangible and inexplicable." ~ Albert Einstein

In the movie, The Matrix is a computer-generated
simulation. A world of symbols fed to minds.
In actuality, cöherence is the computer for The Matrix we
call Nature. Cöherence creates a symbolic actuality and feeds
it to minds. Utterly convincing.
The ignorant Collective of humanity believe the physical
world is real. They live a lie. And suffer for that belief.
"It is the nature of appearance to appear to be real, even
though it is unreal." ~ ancient Indian guru Vasistha


An eternity of nothingness would be an endless realm of
boredom. Why not put on a show? Some entertainment to
while away the eons. Whence Nature, the exhibition of
existence.
The purpose of The Matrix is to be an entertainment
platform. Comprehending the nature of entertainment
reveals the logic behind The Matrix.

Why get up in the morning? What do you live for?
The answer is simple. Enjoyment. Another smile.
When you were young you found joy in the simplest
things. Just being alive was enough in a world of wonders.
Everything was new. Each discovery a little adventure.
Age piled on cares. Responsibilities. Fears. Like having to
lug extra weight on the inside. Baggage in the mind.
There is a way to reclaim the joy of living. Works every
time. Of course, there is a catch. Nothing good comes easy.

Depth of enjoyment depends on skill. The more you know
about something the more you enjoy it. Deeper connections.
Richer patterns. More meaning.
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As a young child you only understood physical humor.
Pratfalls were funny. You could relate to falling down.
Only later, as a skill, did you learn to appreciate humor
involving word play or irony. Once you learned language. And
how expectations are a rotten bargain.
Contentment is the sweet spot of living. Happy to be.
Whatever is happening. It's just a show.
The key to contentment is the ultimate skill. It comes by
mastering The Matrix. Which is run by your mind.
The inner noise that weighs you down can be eliminated.
Your mind can run quiet. And you can enjoy the show for all
that it's worth.

The Mind
"The mind is everything." ~ ancient Indian guru Buddha

A reminder about language. Reflecting how the mind
wants you to see things, language is object oriented. Noun
heavy. Slighting process.
Yet all is process. This alone should convince you that
your mind aims to fool you.
Reference to the 'mind' - a noun - really means 'mental
activity' - a verb. In referring to 'the mind', form is really
function. Mind = mentation = the running software of the
inner computer. The process of perception (another noun
disguising a verb). Constant creation of The Matrix.

Mental behavior is an intricate mix. Sensations, feelings,
intuitions, desires, biases, memory, imagination, thoughts,
and emotions all flow together. Entangled.
Your mind may seem to be unitary processing. But the
elements of mentation come from 3 inner sources: coremind,
nattermind, and willmind. Presences add their influence.

Coremind
Coremind makes sense of sensation. Raw perception. In
this, coremind provides the fodder for further mentation.
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Coremind also solves problems. Coremind is your
navigator down the river of living: trying to smooth the glide
path and working past the snags of frustration.
Coremind operates subconsciously: mental activity which
does not rise to overt awareness. Nothing passing through
coremind is conscious. Coremind itself provokes no thought,
no emotion.

Willmind
Desire and intention are the province of willmind.
Willmind is the mental expression of will.
Willmind gets its input from coremind. Paying attention
is willmind using coremind. Concentration is willmind in full
flower.
Willmind has no need of conscious thought. You can solve
problems without ever thinking about them. Just desire an
answer and it arrives after coremind has figured it out.
You've had something trouble you before. You "sleep on
it," as the old saying goes. The answer appears in the
morning. That's willmind making use of coremind.
Speech proceeds from intention. You don't first
consciously think what you are going to say and then say it.
You just talk. That's willmind at work.

You only ponder when you are uncertain of something
and want to "think it through." Which, with the rare
exception of a fresh insight, only confirms what you already
knew. And every insight comes without conscious thought.
What provokes conscious thought is a clash between a
desire and known facts which present an obstacle to
attaining that desire. Such thought is largely useless. And
often misdirected.
Your first intention ought to be to feel how strong the
desire is. That alone practically decides.
Obstacles almost always squash modest desires. The only
time a mild desire wins out is when the obstacles are
weakened by further consideration. Consideration which
could have been done subconsciously.
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Strong desires are only overcome when the obstacles are
so obvious that thinking about it was a waste of mental
energy - except for confirmation. No problem-solving is
involved.
Obstacles are problems. Problem-solving is best done
subconsciously, where all factors may be given their due.
Whereas the subconscious is a powerful river, conscious
thought is a trickle. A puny stream of one thought at a time.
Nowhere near as powerful as coremind working
subconsciously for willmind.

Nattermind
You regularly get inner interruptions which are not your
own doing. Nagging thoughts. Some quite troubling.
Nattermind is the source of inner distractions. Monkeymind. An independent agent in your mind who seems to
specialize in bringing up thoughts irrelevant to what's going
on. And who whips feelings into emotions that grab you and
won't let go.
Nattermind takes the cupcakes of perception that
coremind bakes and glazes them with frosting. Nattermind
frosting is rich with assumption. Thick with bias, based on
desire. Nattermind sprinkles on top expectation and emotion.
Nattermind presents its frosted cupcakes as if they are
the real thing. Not at all. The glaze is invariably a distraction
of awareness from here and now. And a heaping of
imagination. Daydreams are nattermind at work.
Eating monkey-mind cupcakes and thinking they are
nutritious is sick. Mental illness. Such frosted cupcakes are
junk food for the soul.
People in iğnorance - the Collective - don't know any
better. They think nattermind is their friend. Helpful advice
sometimes. Such nonsense. What a fool believes.

Madness is monkey-mind in overdrive. Being consumed
by inner demons.
You've seen people on the street talking to themselves.
The unrelenting conversation is with their own monkey-
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mind. With malevolent presences chewing away. Their own
nattermind and evil spirits eating them alive.

Consciousness
"Consciousness is not something we see. It's something
through which we see." ~ American biologist George Mashour

Consciousness is the ability to be aware.
Consciousness is the essential life force. Surrender
awareness and you cease to exist.
Consciousness is neither active nor passive. It is instead
an interested witnessing.
There are 7 states of consciousness. The first 3 you are
familiar with. Awake. Asleep. Dreaming.
A 4th state happens every day when you are awake.
Transcendence. Inner silence.
For most, transcendence is fleeting when it does occur. A
pause that refreshes.
Transcendence happens when your mind momentarily
relaxes. Fatigue is one way this happens.
Only coremind is active in the transcendental state.
Nattermind is quiet. Willmind takes a snooze.
You feel calm in transcendence. This peaceful feeling
owes to your consciousness communing with Ĉonsciousness,
which exudes bliss. In transcendence there is no interference
by nattermind.
"Our minds are just waves on the ocean of universal
Ĉonsciousness." ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Your consciousness is part of Ĉonsciousness. Your level of
consciousness depends on stilling the inner noise of
nattermind, allowing you full awareness of what you truly
are.

There are 4 ascending levels of consciousness. Iğnorance.
Enlightenment. Cöherence consciousness. Realization.
We are creatures of habit. The habit of transcendence
results in elevating your consciousness to a higher level.
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Conversely, the habit of indulging nattermind binds you
ever more strongly to iğnorance. Trusting. Gullible. Ready to
believe what your monkey-mind says. And less aware.

Iğnorance
"Quite an experience to live in fear, isn't it? That's what it is
to be a slave." ~ Roy Batty, in the movie Blade Runner (1982)

99+% of the world's population suffer from mental illness.
Subject to worry, anxiety, depression, fear, inner stress.
Emotional. Uncomfortable sitting quietly alone because their
monkey-mind preys upon them. This is the Collective.
Iğnorance is the lowest level of consciousness.1 Iğnorance
is the consciousness level of the Collective.
The common use of ignorance is not knowing information.
By contrast, iğnorance is lacking awareness. Awareness
robbed by nattermind.
Iğnorance is the main source of ignorance. You cannot
learn about what you are not aware of. Dim begets dumb.
The Collective are ignorant of the science of being and the
art of living. They unknowingly took the blue pill.
Most of the Collective are stuck in the mud that their
monkey-mind churns. Muddled. Cherishing their emotions.
Smug in their iğnorance. Comfortable with their biases.
Feeling justified in the negative emotions they express.
The conventional concept that mental illness is a matter
of degrees is ignorant. The distinction between mental illness
and mental health is stark: the difference between bowing to
a monkey-mind that pollutes awareness and the clarity that
comes with mental health.
The Collective are ruled by their nattermind. Gullible.
Believers. Keeping faith.
Confusing concepts with reality, the Collective find
significance in symbols. They think that self, authenticity,
and freedom mean something. With no idea of what real
freedom is.

1 The breve symbol ˘ over ğ symbolizes nattermind lording over
the mind of those in iğnorance.
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The Collective believe that 'facts' are objective, and lead
to 'truth'. That actuality is reality.
"Fools dwelling in iğnorance, yet imagining themselves wise
and learned, go round and round in crooked ways, like the blind
led by the blind." ~ Katha Upanishad, an ancient Indian Vedic
text

The state of the world owes to the iğnorance of the
Collective. Violence. Injustice. Inequity. Greed. Wanton
disrespect of Nature that has killed countless life and paved
the path to self-extinction.

Enlightenment
"When the mind is calm, how quickly, how smoothly, how
beautifully you will perceive everything." ~ Indian yogi
Paramahansa Yogananda

Enlightenment is mental health. Abiding inner calm.
Tranquility. Quietude.
States of consciousness may occur simultaneously. For
instance, daydreaming is dreaming while awake, with the
dreams provided by nattermind.
Enlightenment is sustained transcendence. Abiding
quietude.
The term enlightenment suggests the mental state. A
lightness of being. Living in the moment. Focused. Aware.
Caring while carefree. Accepting what is. And dealing with
what needs to be dealt with. Productive.

Cöherence Consciousness
"No sorrow nor delusion can overwhelm one who sees the
oneness of existence." ~ Isa Upanishad, an ancient Indian
Vedic text

A notable elevation above enlightenment is cöherence
consciousness. Awareness of entanglement is tangible. The
unity of Nature begins to be part of everyday experience.
You may have heard someone speak of a "peak
experience": a blissful sense of oneness. This is a glimpse of
cöherence consciousness.
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Realization
"When the mind is quiet, you come to know yourself as the
pure witness. You withdraw from the experience and its
experiencer and stand apart in pure awareness." ~ Nisargadatta
Maharaj

Realization is unity consciousness. You witness living.
You are aware of the mind-body as a shell. You experience
the unicity of Nature. You sense your own consciousness as
integral with Ĉonsciousness.
Nattermind is responsible for abridged awareness in
iğnorance. The distraction of inner noise.
In realization, awareness is as pure as it can be within
the limitations of the mind-body shell. Monkey-mind is part
of the mind. It will not vanish. But, in realization, the inner
monkey is tamed. Its occasional intrusions are a reminder what was once overbearing is now powerless. Just an inside
joke.

Ignorance

Realization

awareness

perception
subconscious

subconscious

other
mentation
nattermind

Showtivity
"Belief in this world is built up of unreality." ~ ancient
Indian guru Adi Shankaracharya

The Matrix is a symbolic realm, devised and run by
unified cöherence. Which localizes to create minds. And
quantizes to render the appearance of matter which
constitutes actuality. The wily force behind The Matrix
creates the illusion of a physical world.
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The mirage of an objective world can be made by
cöherence because the symbol set from which Nature
emerges is consistent, and all localized consciousnesses
emanate from a unitary Ĉonsciousness.
The Matrix is a shared subjectivity. A showtivity. An
entanglement of reference frames.
Your world is yours alone. Yet that world seems shared
with others.
Each life is its own adventure. Alone, yet with others.
Entangled diversity. A showtivity put on by cöherence to be
witnessed by consciousnesses.
A key deception that furthers belief in The Matrix as
genuine is instilling a sense of jeopardy. Fear of loss. For risk
defines reward.

Jeopardy
"There is no discovery without risk. What you risk reveals
what you value." ~ English writer Jeanette Winterson

Nobody plays poker without betting something. Risk is
essential to making the experience engaging.
If there were no consequences to actions, life would be a
video game that you would quickly tire of. Instead, you feel
invested with a gambler's stake. The prospect of winning is
thrilling, whatever 'winning' means. And losing… well, you
know what that feels like.
The prospect of winning may be exciting. But your mind
is more concerned about losing. Your mind has a built-in bias
against loss. Whereas winning is lightweight, jeopardy
weighs heavily.
People typically value their own personal possessions
over new items, even those of better quality. The emotional
aura of ownership reflects the mind's aversion to loss.
Desire propels you forward. Risk holds you back.
Attraction and avoidance. Hope and fear. The poles of
emotion. And what drives behavior.
Fear is the strongest emotion. Fear is of the future, forged
by the past. Fear is an imagination formed from memory.
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You feel jeopardy when you want something that you
imagine has a risk of being lost. Jeopardy stems from
attachment and is fostered by fear.

The ultimate loss is life. People live in fear of death.
Religion is foremost a mortality ritual.
It is not that death gives life its meaning. It is instead
that a sense of jeopardy underscores the preciousness of joy.
The urge to survive is most keenly felt when life seems
most at risk. When mortality becomes concrete.
Contrarily, chronic suffering can wear you down to the
point that you want to give up. You've had enough.
The value of life is a balance of perspective and prospect.

Showtivity is how The Matrix works as a carnival. A
celebration of life. And works to make enjoying life to the
fullest a serious challenge.
As a play of iğnorance in the Collective, showtivity is a
sweet-and-sour shared illusion.
"Reality is socially constructed." ~ Austrian American
sociologists Peter Berger & Thomas Luckmann

The blue pill world is self-sustaining. Iğnorance is an
unbreakable cultural tradition in the Collective. Passed
down from generation to generation.

Cöherence designs life as a struggle. The struggle is not
against Nature. The struggle is against your own inner
nature. To submit to iğnorance. To be a slave to your own
mind.
To break the chains of iğnorance is the most radical action
you can ever take. To grasp reality by the root. To take the
ultimate challenge. The greatest exercise of will. With the
sweetest victory: freedom.
Enlightenment is a revolution of the mind. A mastering
of The Matrix.

Mastering The Matrix
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Mastering The Matrix
"The ultimate value of life depends upon awareness."
~ ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle

Your mind is your tool for experiencing the world. Your
instrument of living. Playing your instrument well requires
self-discipline.
Letting your instrument play you is lazy mindedness.
Lack of self-control. Such is the life of iğnorance in which the
Collective partake – and suffer for.
Mastering The Matrix is mastering your mind. Tuning
your inner instrument to its highest utility.
Mastery over your mind is not teaching it new tricks. It is
instead stopping your mind from its old tricks.
The cause of mental illness has been known to sages
throughout the ages. That knowledge has not been lost so
much as ignored. So it sadly remains today, worldwide.
Though they may pretend false knowledge, someone in
iğnorance has no real idea of what mental health is. Such is
the state of the Collective.
You cannot know what you do not experience. Mental
health is not a story to be heard secondhand. It's a lifestyle
one lives.
Religions offer only dogma and solace, not solution. There
is no concept that leads to enlightenment. Only silence.
Mental health is a paradigm shift. But not one achieved
by changing the way you think. Instead, mental health is a
cessation of thought. A practical paradigm shift from noise to
quiet.
Mental illness is monkey-mind running amok. Mental
health is a calm mind. It is that simple. And that difficult.
Mastering The Matrix is taming nattermind, thereby
attaining quietude. This is the only path to enlightenment,
the only route to inner well-being.
You cannot think your way to mental health. Thought is
the problem. To be lost in thought is to drown awareness.
"Though appearing to be intelligent, thought is unable to
comprehend anything really." ~ Vasistha
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Attaining Quietude
"For a seeker of reality there is only one meditation: the
rigorous refusal to harbor thoughts. To be free from thoughts is
itself meditation." ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Enlightenment is attained by practicing transcendence
until it becomes the norm. Inner silence rather than
nattermind squawking. Abiding quietude.
Any habit that quiets the mind is a good one. Among the
possibilities, let's begin with meditation.

Restful Meditation
Meditation is an easy way to transcend. The meditation
technique described here is effortless and effective. It is the
classic practice, known before antiquity.
To ease the mind toward transcendence, a mantra is
traditionally used during meditation.
A mantra is a pacifier for monkey-mind, a vehicle for
inner calm via mentally whispered repetition.
A suggested mantra is "soo-maa" (sōmā). There is no
meaning to this mantra. It is simply a soothing, breath-like
drone.
You may meditate without a mantra, using your breath
as a seat of attention. Or simply intend to transcend. This
latter technique works for those with quiet minds.
Here is how to meditate.
Sit in a comfortable chair or prop yourself up in bed with
cushions.
The room should be quiet. Preferably dimly lit.
Spend a few moments calming yourself. Relax.
Focus on your breath. If possible, breathe through your
nose, not your mouth.
Begin meditating. Intend inner silence. Will to transcend.
When thoughts arise, dismiss them. Thought is the
enemy. Vanquish it.
Calmly repeat your mantra as if breathing it. Make your
mantra the mental focus. Gently. Intending inner quiet.
Do not concentrate on the mantra. The aim is to clear the
mind and relax, not hold the mind captive.
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A mantra mesmerizes monkey-mind. A signal for silence.
A mantra is a lilting lullaby for an overactive mind.
Meditate 20 minutes, time permitting. Even a short
session is helpful. A meditation of mere moments may prove
soothing.
Transcending or falling asleep for a longer period than
planned is natural. Your mind-body takes whatever rest it
needs when it can.
Some meditation sessions may feel busy. Others serene.
Regardless of their seeming quality, meditation is always
beneficial.
If your monkey-mind is prattling and meditation is
frustrating, relax for a few minutes and get on with your day.
At the end of a meditation session, lay down or slump in
your chair. Spend 3 to 5 minutes relaxing with your eyes
closed. Let yourself ease back to the waking state.
You do not want to abruptly end meditation. That may
give you a dull headache.
Do not meditate on a full stomach. Being a form of rest,
meditation slows metabolism, and so can degrade digestion.
Do not exercise after meditating. Let the calm settle in.
Recommended daily practice: meditate in the morning
after awakening and again in the late afternoon. You may
meditate whenever circumstance permits. If you have trouble
falling asleep, a short meditation may help.
The goal is not good meditations. The aim is abiding
quietude: freeing yourself from being monkey-mind's toy.

Physical Meditation
Mental health is sustained transcendence during
everyday living. Effortlessly staying focused. Calm.
Physical meditations are a healthsome habit.
Yoga is a bodily meditation which originated in ancient
India. Yoga aims at transcendence through physical
postures.
Tai chi is the Chinese variant of yoga. Whereas yoga
employs poses, tai chi uses movements.
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A mantra in meditation is incidental. So too particular
yoga poses or tai chi movements. The aim is the same:
transcendence.
Another apt practice for abiding in transcendence is
walking in Nature. Be aware of every step, of your body in
motion, your breathing, and the environment around you.
Maintain focal awareness on the present. Let not
thoughts intrude.

Will
"Self-conquest is the greatest of victories." ~ ancient Greek
philosopher Plato

The most significant sign of success in life can be seen in
a 3-year-old child. That sign is self-control.
Will is exercising self-control to achieve a goal. Will is soul
power.
Perhaps you know how gripping a fear or anxiety can be,
how nagging thoughts stubbornly recur. Such is the will of
monkey-mind.
The will of your soul is greater than that of your monkeymind. If that were not so, mental health would not be
possible.
Attaining quietude is easy to say but hard to attain. You
must persist. Enlightenment is the ultimate skill, a triumph
of soul power.
With diligence you can master your monkey-mind.
Maintain your attention on what is happening now.
Conscious thought only detracts from being present in the
present. Mental health is calm witnessing.
Do not just meditate. Live in meditation.

Desire
"Contentment is natural wealth. Luxury is artificial poverty."
~ ancient Greek philosopher Socrates

Life consists of swimming in an endless river of desires of
your own making. Constant want. After one desire is
gratified or thwarted, the next arises. Desire drives you.
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The problem with desire is not in having it. Living is a
continual peddling on the cycle of desire.
The problem with desire is attachment. Not letting go.
Desire as baggage.
Attachment is a consequence of iğnorance. Someone
enlightened simply doesn't care that much about anything.
Things come and go. Nothing to be done about it.

Meaning
Nothing has meaning until you give it. Meaning is a
subjective label of significance.
Meaning is the gate to memory. You only remember what
has meaning to you. The mundane lacks meaning. The
ordinary readily slips from recall.
Your mind makes a memory of the mundane only as a
category of events. By contrast, meaningful events are
unique. Highlights of your life's adventure.
Meaningful slides towards the mundane with repetition.
At root, meaning is an esteem of a symbolic construct.
Meaning attaches an attraction or avoidance to an
abstraction.
Meaning and value are synonyms. You only value what
has meaning to you. What lacks meaning has no value.
Information is wrapped in meaning. Lacking meaning,
information slips from potential knowledge into oblivion.
What may be relevant slips into irrelevance if its meaning
evaporates. Something becomes nothing without meaning.
Meaning and desire intertwine. What brings satisfaction
has meaning. What does not loses meaning.
Desires are regulated by what they might mean in
satisfaction. You do this all the time subconsciously.
Desire is the train which propels you. The tracks on which
the train runs are made of meaning. You derail desires when
you take away their meaning.
Your mind is constantly keening for meaning. You feel a
need for purpose. Attachment to desires - giving them great
meaning - yields control of your soul to your mind. This is
iğnorance.
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Deriving meaning is a major occupation of the mind.
Another constant practice is problem-solving. Both work
toward meeting desire.

Problem-Solving
"People readily jump to conclusions based on limited
knowledge, and are biased by motives, emotions, and
perceptions." ~ American psychologist Philip Zimbardo

Desires are problems to be solved. As desire defines
living, problem-solving is the mind's most important
occupation.
The level of satisfaction you feel in gaining a goal often
depends on how well you maneuver your way. Luck is not as
satisfying as skill. Method measures in felt result.
Understanding something is like constructing a puzzle:
you have to put all the pieces in their proper place.
Understanding a process adds the skill of putting the
pieces down in the right sequence. This temporal dimension
of processes is difficult because of an inherent weakness in
your mind, which is object (versus process) oriented.
A common failure in trying to solve complex problems is
an inapt reference frame: strategic blunder by dint of
improper perspective. How you look at a problem is half of
the solution. The myths of matterist science offer an ample
compendium of folly by false paradigm.

Time
"Time and space are in the mind only. Cause-and-effect is also
a way of thinking. In reality all is here and now. And all is one."
~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

The trouble is time. Not now, which is all that ever is.
Those other times.
The past may haunt: memory as a malignancy. You can't
change the past. What happened happened. End of story.
Just let it go.
The future sprouts worry. All unease grows from the soil
of memory, watered by the imagination. Nothing can trouble
you but your imagination.
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If there were no future, there would be nothing to fear.
No basis for worry.
The only pulse the future has is imagined. The future is
as dead as the past. There is nothing to fear. You have no
future. You only have the present to deal with. Always.
The only practical aspect of the future is planning. That
is where imagination pays off.
Planning is best done prudently. Focus on the big picture.
Don't sweat the small stuff. After all, planning is pretending
that accomplishment can be solid when events are always
fluid.
You can't control the future because it doesn't exist. All
you can do is fiddle in the present, with intention of what's
next.
Hope is the lazy version of planning: as useless as worry,
only shinier.
Anticipation, expectation, fear, worry, and hope are the
debris of the imagination – nonsense from monkey-mind. All
are a setup for relief or grief: a 2-sided coin of the worthless
currency called emotion.

Emotions
"The greatest obstacles to inner peace are disturbing
emotions." ~ Tibetan Buddhist monk Dalai Lama

Feelings offer indications, insights, and intuitions. Good
stuff.
Emotions are a different beast. Nattermind amplifies felt
negativity to create an overwhelming experience. Emotions
are the inner addictive drug that drags you down.
Your monkey-mind enslaves you via emotion. Iğnorance
is an emotional experience. A craving for thrills is a symptom
of iğnorance.
Indulging negative emotions is the worst behavior. There
is never a justification for negativity.
The proper response to negativity is to dismiss it and
bring yourself back to what is happening now.
If a spark of negativity presents itself from something
someone said or did, discover what inside you provoked it, to
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learn of your emotional buttons. Silence is the proper
response. Iğnorance in others is a mountain which cannot be
moved.
Avoid situations or people which provoke negativity. If
that is not possible, work the problem toward a positive,
constructive action if silent nonaction does not work.
Psychologists consider repressing emotions a bad thing.
These misguided mind gamers mistakenly view emotions as
valuable rather than obstructive. Educated only in iğnorance,
they do not understand the nature of the mind, and thereby
cannot guide you to mental health.
Positive emotions take care of themselves. Love, which is
rightly admiration, is its own reward.

Bliss
"When the mind is pure, joy follows like a shadow that never
leaves." ~ Buddha

You will know when your destination of quietude is near.
The natural biofeedback in approaching enlightenment is
bliss. This is Nature's way of applauding your persistence in
attaining quietude.
Bliss is natural joy in being alive. Bliss is visibly evident
in every infant that is well cared for.
Bliss comes from living in harmony with Ĉonsciousness.
Bliss fortifies mental health by acting as a calmative.
Too much may be made of bliss. Bliss is a symptom, not a
goal.
To indulge bliss by letting it distract you from awareness
of now is a mistake. Stay present.

Belief
"Truth only reveals itself when one gives up all preconceived
ideas." ~ Japanese Zen Buddhist monk Gido Shoseki

A belief is the conviction that an abstraction is real. A
belief is faith in selective facts: information which the mind
has chosen as credible and attached significance. Belief is a
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self-deception through simplification. Belief has a reference
frame, a way of looking at things.
The mind naturally categorizes as a way to identify
objects and their utility. Categorization is a belief technique.
A useful one. The foundation of skill.
But convenience does not make something exist. Such is
the case with categories. Everything is unique.
To think you know anything for certain is a belief.
Knowledge is always an abstraction. A generalization. A
categorization.
There is a dark undercoat to classification: it impedes
discovery and weakens creativity.
Creativity depends on making new associations.
Discoveries and inventions are made through new reference
frames. Paradigm shifts. Taking a fresh look.
Beliefs rely on keeping current associations intact. Beliefs
oppose a fresh look.
All beliefs are foolish assumptions of surety. Uncertainty
unsettles monkey-mind. Belief covers it up. Monkey-mind
uses belief like an infant uses a pacifier: for comfort.
Because a belief biases how new information is perceived,
beliefs are self-reinforcing. Once tucked in, a belief is hard to
dislodge.
Your monkey-mind does not like to be questioned. It
urges you to believe. Fools follow with faith.
Belief is the weave of the spider web in The Matrix. You
are prey to your nattermind spider. People in the Collective
believe what they want to, regardless of actuality. Gullibility
– easy believing – is a hallmark of iğnorance.
Beyond their utility for skill, beliefs are unnecessary.
Live a life of constant discovery. Believe nothing. Be
skeptical of everything. Especially be wary of assumptions.

Psychospace
"Psychospace is the subjective experience that something is
close or far away from the self, here, and now." ~ Israeli
psychologists Yaacov Trope & Nira Liberman

Every perception is a fabrication, every experience a
construal. In your mind's eye, you consider objects, people,
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acts, and events as near or far, regardless of how close they
are in space or time.
This construal occurs in psychospace. Psychospace is the
active map of your inner world: how close/proximal/concrete
or far/distal/abstract things seem to be.
The more distant you construe something to be, the more
abstractly you consider it. Something that happened
yesterday can be old news. Distal.
And vice versa. An event years ago can impress upon you
like it just happened. Loved ones are kept close even when
they are far away. Proximal.
High-level construal is abstract. Getting the gist. Looking
at the big picture, with details a haze. Conversely, low-level
construal is concrete, focused on detail.
Whatever you are focused on is a concrete experience. The
here and now is a concrete as it gets.
There are 4 psychospatial dimensions: space (spatial),
time (temporal), social (interpersonal), and hypothetical
(imagining the likelihood of an event). For instance, the more
likely something seems, the more concrete your mind takes
it to be. A similar feeling applies to time, space, and people
or social events.
Nattermind dwells on negativity. Upcoming positive
events, such as vacation, feel distant, and their duration
short. Time flies when you are having fun. By contrast,
events approached with dread seem more concrete, with their
projected end at an insufferable distance.
Emotional intensity occurs in psychospace. Frustration is
a concrete experience you can diminish by psychologically
distancing yourself.
You can lessen emotional impact and make challenging
tasks easier by looking at them as abstractions. High-level
construal softens the glare of negativity.

You were one with the world when you were an infant.
Everything was concrete.
A child mentally develops by enlarging psychospace.
Leaning to plan for a more distant future. To see possibilities
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not apparent. To consider the perspective of people who don't
think the same way.
Maturing to proper perspective is the process of getting
better at psychospace management. To fluidly be focused and
then instantly attain high-level, abstract construal. To
transcend desire and self.

Construal in Realization
For the Collective, perception is a concrete experience.
Physicality feels real.
Dissociation is a conscious awareness of a separateness
from everything, including your own being. A witnessing by
consciousness. A subtle disengagement.
Realization is the highest level of consciousness. In
realization, dissociation is the normal mental state when not
focused on something. You observe being alive.
Dissociation affords a natural high-level construal. You
witness rather than being glued to the mind-body.
A distinction between actuality and reality is not just
conceptual in unity consciousness. It is experienced.
By contrast, in quietude, your work gets your full
attention. Total focus. No distraction from nattermind.
The best of both worlds is had in unity consciousness: an
easy dissociation along with a fine focus for getting work
done. Awareness fluidly moves between proximal and distal
perspectives. Frustration instantly evaporates.
The spiritual maturation of unity consciousness is the
fruition of the process that a child undergoes in mentally
taking steps to higher-context construal. In realization you
rule your psychospace. This cannot otherwise be attained.

Theory of Mind
Everyone has their own desires, values, intentions,
viewpoints, and way of thinking. This subjectivism is the
beating heart of showtivity.
Theory of mind is the understanding that others have
minds of their own. You appreciate that everyone has their
own unique inner perspective by theory of mind.
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Children begin to develop theory of mind around age 4, as
nattermind stirs into strength. Within the next year, children
begin to appreciate that other minds are different than their
own. This ability sharpens to distinguish between actuality
and what only comes to mind.
Once children gain theory of mind, they begin to lie more
often, and more effectively. Seeing how others see things is a
crucial social skill. So too deception. Little white lies can be a
greasy social grace.
Theory of mind culminates in mentalizing: imagining
what others are thinking. Mentalizing is also called mind
perception.
Mature mind perception respects that what comes to
one's own mind about what someone else may be thinking is
only a possibility. Then again, perceptive mentalizing can
almost be mind-reading, especially when you are empathic
and know someone well.

Empathy
Empathy is emotive mind perception. Mentalizing
someone else's emotional state of mind.
Because the Collective are driven by their emotions,
empathy can be a powerful tool.
Empathy does not imply affinity or approval. Just
identification.
Empathy has 2 aspects: emotional and rational.
Emotional empathy is picking up on someone else's
emotional expression. 2-year-olds can do this. As social
creatures, our capacity for emotional empathy is innate.
Rational empathy is suspecting someone else's intentions
and motivations. Rational empathy requires mind
perception.
Rational empathy is a tremendous skill. The ability to spy
into someone else's mind is an invaluable navigation guide
through the social world.
Stories about people expose how they feel and think about
their world. You can sharpen your mind perception and
rational empathy by reading novels.
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Your psychospace is how you construe the world.
Accepting the world as it is, at a remove, unconcerned, is part
of good psychospace management.
The world will never be as you want. That would be a
robbery of entertainment potential.
Iğnorance is laughable: like a pratfall, only sillier.

Social Relations
"The world is full of contradictions. Hence your search for
harmony and peace. These you cannot find in the world. For
the world is the child of chaos." ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

As enlightenment dawns, you are likely to increasingly
find the noise of iğnorance disagreeable. Quiet and solitude
become more appealing.
To pursue mental health is to leave the Collective behind.
To refuse to wallow in iğnorance any longer. It is a pursuit
few appreciate and even fewer have the will to pursue.
"Truth is the cry of all, but the game of the few." ~ Irish
philosopher George Berkeley

The ignorant are ignorant of their iğnorance. Do not judge
them harshly for their pathetic condition.
You cannot clue the clueless. Do not contend.
The Collective are a fickle lot when it comes to wisdom:
far less interested in learning than in preserving their social
standing and fragile self-esteem.
Meet your acknowledged obligations but feel no further
duty. Do not accept false responsibilities.
Be as graceful as you can. Living, after all, is the dance of
your soul.
"It's not what happens to you, but how you react to it that
matters." ~ ancient Turkish philosopher Epictetus

Health
In the vigor of youth, it may be hard to imagine how age
weakens you. It does. Most assuredly. The lesson: you pay in
the back half of your life for your earlier sins of indulgence.
Self-discipline becomes its own reward.
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The mind-body is an integrated gyre: an instrument
which must be maintained to enjoy living to its fullest. In
short: keep your body and mind fit.
Eat as little as you can and still stay vigorous. Fat is a tax
on health.
Eat mostly fresh fruit and vegetables. Milk and meat are
bad for you. Most the stuff in supermarkets sold as food is not
food. It's slow-motion poison.
Regular exercise is critical to good health. Walking is
good exercise both physically and mentally.
Reading is among the best mental exercises. Adventuring
into new places by learning is essential to keeping your mind
fit. Puzzles and games are a playful mental challenge.
Sleep as much as your mind-body wants. One of the grim
sins of the modern lifestyle is insufficient sleep.
Taking mind-altering substances is a popular pastime
among the Collective. Alcohol is a perennial favorite. Many
other drugs that muddle the mind are also too readily
available. They are all like eating stupidity. Anything that
dims awareness is dumb.
Going to school might give you the idea that being graded
is good. Like graded meat. But you are not a piece of meat.
So don't compete. Just do your best at whatever you do.
Do not feed your monkey-mind. Leave the thrills behind.
Feed your soul. Productively enjoy yourself.

Summary
"The real is experienced in silence." ~ Nisargadatta Maharaj

Mastering The Matrix is as simple as embracing inner
quietude. It changes your world. Utterly.
To live in meditation is to live with full attention to the
present – which is all that exists. Everything else is merely
imagined.
Living through the fantasies your monkey-mind spins for
you is mental illness. Being here and now is mental health.

Conclusion
"The obscure takes time to see. The obvious takes longer."
~ American broadcast journalist Edward Murrow

Your mind promotes a grand deception: that the physical
world is real. In casually taking the blue pill, those in the
Collective buy the lie.
Letting monkey-mind run your life extracts a heavy toll –
a price the Collective pay without knowing that there is an
alternative. Iğnorance is ignorance.
The implications of the Collective blue-pill world are
vast: from falsities that pass for knowledge to the failure of
societies to be equitable or create a sustainable world.
Aided by technology, yet failed by science, longstanding
disrespect of Nature is driving humanity to self-extinction.
This is the final consequence of Collective iğnorance.

The truth is obvious once you see it. The order of Nature.
Its cöherence. Consciousness and intelligence in all life.
Energyism is hiding in plain sight. Existence constantly
emerges from a unity which can only be understood as an
energetic vitality, not mere measly bits of matter.
Energyism reveals what The Matrix really is: an
intricate symbolic realm. An entertainment platform. A
strategy game for your soul.

All that exists is before you every moment. To not be
present is to be absent.
Getting lost in thought drowns your awareness. Dimming
your awareness poisons your soul. Letting your monkeymind prey on you with negativity and unsettling emotions
sickens you. This sad state of affairs is mental illness.
Iğnorance.
Mental health is spiritual evolution to self-realization.
Attained by insisting on inner silence and staying aware of
what exists: the here and now.
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"One day your life will flash before your eyes. Make sure it's
worth watching." ~ American singer/songwriter Gerard Way

Your life was designed to be the adventure of a lifetime.
Will you let your life slip away in a muddle? Or will your
rise to the challenge of full awareness?
Take the blue pill. Live in iğnorance, in the prison made
by your mind.
Or take the red pill. Master The Matrix. Set yourself free.

Glossary
actuality: the world experienced through the senses. Compare
reality.
adaptation (evolutionary biology): the teleological (goaloriented) process of adjusting to ecological circumstance.
aftereffect: a notable effect following an event.
aka: also known as.
alacrity: quickness.
alga (plural: algae): a single-celled organism that feeds off
sunlight (photosynthesis).
amino acid: an organic molecule that comprises the building
blocks of proteins.
archeology: the study of past human lifestyles.
artifact: a tangible creative work.
atom: the smallest unit of a chemical element. Atoms are
comprised of subatomic quanta.
behavior: an attribution of action or inaction to a living entity.
belief: a habit of the mind to treat ideas as true; confidence in
abstractions as real.
biome: an area where organisms live with similar conditions,
both geographically and climatically.
bliss: the feeling of joyful contentment which emanates from
connection with Ĉonsciousness. Bliss is symptomatic of
enlightenment. Compare happiness.
blue pill: in the movie The Matrix, a symbolic taking of a blue
pill to return to a life of iğnorance. Contrast red pill.
boson: a localized field which acts on matter. Compare fermion.
Caenorhabditis elegans: a tiny (1 mm long), transparent,
unsegmented, roundworm (nematode) that lives in
temperate soils.
camouflage: concealment through appearance and/or purposeful
in/action.
capsid: the active protective sphere of a virus. Protein spike
sensors on the capsid tell a virus when it has found a target
cell to infect.
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category: a grouping by some perceived characteristic(s).
causation: an imagined linkage of cause and effect.
cell (biology): the basic physical unit of organisms.
classical physics: theories of physics before the discovering
subatomic matter and that matter is energy. 17th-century
English physicist Isaac Newton was a towering figure in
classical physics. See modern physics.
cöherence: the unified field which localizes to produce minds and
Nature.
cöherence consciousness: the level of consciousness where the
unity of Nature is sensed.
coherent: having order.
coincidence: chance of happening.
Collective: the 99+% of humanity who live in iğnorance.
conscious: in awareness; aware of. Compare subconscious.
consciousness: a localized faculty for awareness in a living
entity. See Ĉonsciousness.
Ĉonsciousness: the unified field of consciousness which localizes
into individualized consciousnesses. Compare consciousness.
construal: an interpretation.
construe: interpret.
coremind: fundamental perception. Compare nattermind,
willmind.
criterion (plural: criteria): a basis by which to categorize,
evaluate, or decide.
data: symbols which may have meaning.
dementia (aka senility): a severe decline in mental ability.
desire: a want. Living is swimming in a constant stream of selfgenerated desires.
diametric: entirely opposite.
dissociation: sensing or feeling distant.
distal: distant. Compare proximal.
DNA: the molecular representation of a cell's guide to living.
doctrine: a conviction or belief.
dogma: a codified belief system (creed).
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dream: mentally generated perception during sleep. Compare
imagination.
dualism: the belief that existence has 2 realms: the physical and
the mental (or spiritual). Contrast monism.
electromagnetism: electricity and magnetism combined.
electron: the fundamental particle of electricity. As part of an
atom, electrons orbit the nucleus (core).
emotion: a feeling developed by nattermind into a sustained
mental state that disrupts awareness.
emotive: emotional or relating to emotion.
empathy: emotive mind perception.
energy (physics): the idea of an immaterial force acting upon or
producing matter. Energy manifests only through its effect
on matter. Though the foundational construct of existence,
energy itself does not exist. As matter is made of energy, this
tidily proves energyism.
energyism: the monistic doctrine (paradigm) that Nature is a
figment of the mind. Energyism differentiates between
actuality and reality. Whereas actuality is phenomenal,
reality has a noumenal substrate, emergently spawning a
shared actuality (showtivity) via a unified Ĉonsciousness.
Contrast matterism. See dualism.
enigma: a mysterious phenomenon.
enlightenment: the first level of consciousness
contentment reigns. Compare iğnorance.

where

entanglement: distinct phenomena sharing an environment.
epiphenomenon: a secondary phenomenon accompanying and
considered caused by another phenomenon.
equity: fairness.
ethology: the study of animal behavior. People are animals.
evidence: an experience that gives reason to believe.
evolution (biology): adaptation in a living entity toward
enhanced survivability.
excretion: eliminating waste.
existence: what appears in the mind as a material world. See
actuality.
exorcism: the process of expelling an evil spirit.
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exploit: to use or consume for gain or profit.
extra-dimensional: beyond the 3 dimensions of space that the
mind creates to tell its story of Nature.
fact: an experienced event.
faith: belief in absence of fact.
feeling: a perceptual reaction not (yet) developed into an
emotion.
fermion: a quantized field which appears as matter. Compare
boson.
field: a bundle of information at work.
fission: the process of breaking apart.
floral: relating to flowers.
force (physics): the old-school physics term for interaction.
Bullies using force is not the way of physics. Instead, things
interact.
freedom: contentment and emotional detachment.
fruition: the realization of something desired, usually through
effort.
fusion: the process of fusing together.
geometry: the area of mathematics concerned with objects and
shapes.
ghost: the confused soul of a dead that haunts where it once
lived.
gravity: the idea that matter has an attractive force related to
its mass.
gullible: inclined to believe; easily tricked.
gyre: a conceptual framework treating a physical system as a
dynamic vortex.
hacker: someone who breaks (hacks) into secure data locations
or modifies software to spy on people.
hallmark: a distinguishing characteristic or feature.
happiness: a mood of well-being. Compare bliss.
hijack: take by force.
hydrogen: the primordial element, having 1 proton and 1
electron.
immortal: extending beyond a single lifetime.
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immune system: a system within a cell or organism designed to
fight off infection.
incarnate: to take form in existence or as a witness to Nature.
indigenous: originating in a locality or region; native.
inexplicable: unable to be explained (by physical means).
infection: an illness in an organism caused by invasion of
another organism.
infer: to guess based upon observation.
information: an abstraction which has meaning.
iğnorance: the level of consciousness of unknowing, where
nattermind runs life and causes suffering for the resident
consciousness. Compare enlightenment.
immaterial: not having physical form; incorporeal; apparitional.
incarnation: taking bodily (physical) form.
information: a perception considered of some value.
imagination: the ability to form mental images and perceptions.
Compare dream.
innate: inborn; knowledge or a means of acquiring knowledge
within a life form without need of learning. The ability to
learn is innate.
intuition: instant understanding without thought.
invariant: unchanging.
inviolable: incapable of being violated.
irony: a contrast that is unexpectable.
jeopardy: perceived risk of loss.
Jupiter: the largest planet in the solar system; the 5th planet
from the Sun (Earth is the 3rd).
justice: upholding what is morally right.
knowledge: the idea that something in Nature works a certain
way.
localization (physics): the process of creating a local effect or
field from a universal field. See quantization.
love: adoration of a concept.
madness: a mind severely corrupted and weakened by
nattermind and malign presences.
manifest (verb): to be sensed.
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mantra: a vibrational meditation device to pacify monkey-mind
into silence.
mass (classical physics): a measure of inertia (non-movement).
Matrix, The: the (inner) world created by the mind.
matter: substance which seems physical. See energy.
matterism: the monistic belief that reality is made of matter.
Matterism supposes that the mind is a figment of something
substantial. Contrast energyism. See dualism.
meaning: mental significance of a perception or idea, often
related to attraction or avoidance.
meditation: a practice for silencing nattermind.
mentalize (aka mind perception): imagining what someone else
is thinking; inferring the mental state of someone else.
mentation: mental activity.
metabolize, metabolism: to gain energy from food.
microbiome: the families of microbes that colonize plants and
animals.
mind: the noun form of mentation.
mind perception (aka mentalization): inferring the mental state
of someone else; imagining what someone else is thinking.
mirage: an illusion of seeing something that is not really there.
modern physics: theories of physics after discovering subatomic
matter and that matter is energy. Max Planck, Albert
Einstein, and Louis de Broglie were seminal figures in the
development of modern physics. Compare classical physics.
monkey-mind (aka nattermind): the involuntary, independent
agent in the mind that instills and maintains iğnorance.
Contrast willmind. See coremind.
monism: the doctrine that there is a singular reality, either
matterism or energyism. Contrast dualism.
mood: an emotive frame of mind.
motile: capable of independent motion.
motion: a memory of something being in a certain location at one
time and then being somewhere else.
nattermind (aka monkey-mind): the involuntary, independent
agent in the mind that instills and maintains iğnorance.
Contrast willmind. See coremind.
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natural philosophy: the study of Nature from a holistic
perspective; the common method of comprehending Nature
until the 17th century, before science took over.
Nature: the exhibition of existence.
near-death experience: being conscious while dead, before
revival. Contrast ghost.
nominal: in name only; for appearance's sake.
object: something which appears to have a material (physical)
form.
objectivity: the idea that Nature is independent of
consciousness. Contrast showtivity.
organ (biology): a group of tissues with an assigned function.
organelle: an organ-like functional unit within a cell.
organism: a living life form. Even single cells are called
organisms. Viruses are not typically referred to as
organisms, as they lack the ability to reproduce.
out-of-body experience: reference frame sensation from outside
the body.
paradigm: a template for perception; a way of understanding.
paradox: a seeming contradiction between concepts which may
nonetheless be accurate.
paranormal: extra-dimensional phenomenal; beyond the range
of matter-based evidence.
perception: the process of making sense of sensation, including
determining significance and meaning.
pervasive: widespread; present everywhere.
phantasm: a ghost, specter, or sprit.
philosophy: a set of consistent definitions pertaining to a system
which yields a hierarchical construal. The term philosophy
derives from the ancient Greek for "love of wisdom."
photon: a quantum of light.
physics: the study of matter and energy. See classical physics,
modern physics.
pilot wave: a local field which creates the appearance of a
particle.
pollination: the process of transferring pollen, enabling plants
to fertilize and reproduce.
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prattle: to talk foolishly; to chatter meaninglessly; to babble.
presence (biology): an extra-dimensional being.
principle: a claim of fundamental truth.
propagate: to transmit, spread, disseminate, or reproduce.
protein: a living macromolecule (large molecule) from which
cells are made and which maintain cells to keep them alive.
The word protein is also used to describe foodstuffs heavy in
molecular protein.
proton: an elemental particle of atoms, residing in the nucleus
(core) of an atom. Compare electron.
proximal: near, close. Compare distal.
psychic: relating to the paranormal.
psychology: the study of the mind.
psychospace: the mental world of space and time.
quantization (physics): creating a localized appearance of
matter. Compare localization.
quantum (plural: quanta): an infinitesimal chunk of ripple in a
localized energy field that appears as a particle via
quantization.
quantumbiome: the entanglement of a quantum with virtual
particles.
quantum field theory: theory about how existence is fabricated
from the quantum scale.
quietude: inner silence. See enlightenment.
radiation (physics): propagation of energy.
reality: that which necessarily is, regardless of existence.
realization (aka self-realization, unity consciousness): the
highest level of consciousness, where an individual being
communes with Ĉonsciousness.
red pill: in the movie The Matrix, a symbolic taking of a red pill
to have the nature of existence revealed. Contrast blue pill.
reference frame: a point of view or perspective for sensation.
reify: to regard an abstraction as existing.
reincarnation: the incarnation of a soul in someone who
remembers a previous incarnation.
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relativity (physics): the idea that Nature is experienced
subjectively, from a reference frame.
religion: a shared paradigmatic belief system about the nature
of reality. Religions are frequently faith-based, typically
dogmatic, and usually involve supernatural agents (gods).
Compare natural philosophy. Contrast science.
remote viewing: seeing Nature within the mind that which
vision cannot see.
respiration: a metabolic process in cells to gain energy from
chemicals.
risk: an imagined loss potential.
saltation (biology): an adaptive jump in evolution.
satisfaction: gratification; enjoyment of an outcome.
science: the study of Nature based upon matterism or dualism.
Contrast natural philosophy.
self-realization: see realization.
semantic: pertaining to the meaning of words.
sensation, sense: uptake from the senses. See perception.
showtivity: the principle that the seeming objectivity of Nature
is actually a shared subjectivity.
simultaneous: at the same time.
soul: an immortal spirit which incarnates as a consciousness.
spacetime: the idea that space and time are entangled.
speciate: to become a new species.
specter: a visible disembodied spirit.
spirit: a soul; sometimes refers to the paranormal body of a soul.
spirit plane: a paranormal, extra-dimensional region of
existence.
spirituality: freeing yourself from the clutches of monkey-mind.
stratagem: a deceitful trick; a ruse.
subconscious: below conscious awareness. Compare conscious.
subjective: the perspective of an individual mind.
surety: something sure or certain.
suss (chiefly British): figure out; seek to comprehend.
sustenance: food; nourishment that maintains life.
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synchronous: multiple entities acting similarly simultaneously.
system: a conceptual construct.
tai chi: a Chinese philosophy that includes health practices.
tardigrade (aka water bear): a hardy, 0.5-mm-long, aquatic
animal of over 1,150 species, found worldwide.
temporal: relating to time.
terminal lucidity: good memory in someone with dementia just
before they die.
theory: an explanation based upon evidence.
theory of mind: the recognition that everyone has their own
unique mind.
time: the idea of change, formed by memory.
tradeoff: trading one thing for another.
transcendence: the state of consciousness where the mind is
quiet while the body is receptive to sensory experience.
Trojan horse: the trick of giving a deceptive gift. From an
ancient Greek myth. Seeming to end their war with the city
of Troy after a 10-year siege, the Greeks left a huge horse
outside Troy as a peace offering before sailing away. Inside
the horse were Greek soldiers, who, once inside Troy, crept
out of the horse and opened the city gates for the rest of the
Greek army, which destroyed Troy, ending the war.
turtle: a reptile with a unique bony shell developed from its ribs.
Originating 250 million years ago via saltation, turtles are
one of the oldest reptile groups.
virion: the vitals of a virus which allow for viral reproduction.
virtual particle: a theorized ghost-like quantum which
influences other quanta.
virus: a molecular parasite. Viruses infect almost all forms of
cellular life.
vitalism: the principle that life has a vital energy.
wave: the idea of a coherent, energetic, localized phenomenon.
willmind: willful (volitional) mentation. Contrast nattermind.
yoga: an Indian (Hindu) philosophy of mental and physical
disciplines for attaining realization.
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